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Abstract 
The Onset and Propagation of GTRF Wear 
By 
Zupan Hu 
Co-chairs: Professor Wei Lu and Professor Michael Thouless 
Grid-to-rod fretting (GTRF) wear in pressurized water reactors (PWR) is caused by 
the vibration of fuel rods against the spacer grid that supports them. GTRF problems ac-
count for over 70% of fuel failures of PWR worldwide, leading to costly maintenance 
and environmental impacts.  Due to its complex dependence on factors such as geometry 
design of the spacer grid, creep deformation, gap formation and coolant flow, the root 
mechanism of the GTRF problems is still not well understood. The purpose of this disser-
tation is to provide a fundamental understanding of how the wear initiates from the con-
tact edges and propagates over the entire contact interface, as well as how the key factors 
such as gap size and excitation frequency affect the wear growth.  
The geometry design of the spacer grid is a critical factor determining the GTRF wear. 
Understanding the contact mechanics in the onset of partial-slip and the propagation of 
wear scar is the basis for geometry optimization. A new wear modeling method in which 
the geometry is updated by assigning fictitious eigenstrains to a set of surface elements is 
 xix 
 
developed. This method enables reliable and efficient modeling of wear in most commer-
cial finite-element-analysis (FEA) codes.  It is shown that the sensitivity of slip to the ge-
ometrical details of a corner is resolved when a finite interfacial shear strength is incorpo-
rated with a Coulomb friction law. The wear scar will propagate continuously to the en-
tire contact interface when either an interfacial shear strength or a yielding strength is in-
troduced, which is in sharp contrast to elastic models, and is more physically sound. As 
creep plays a similar role as wear in stress relaxation and gap formation, an algorithm is 
developed to couple wear and creep. The time scales of quasi-static vibration and wear is 
coupled using effective cycles with magnified wear coefficients. The length of these ef-
fective cycles is adjusted adaptively to limit the contact pressure relaxation over a cycle 
less than a reasonable threshold.  
The dependence of wear growth rate on the gap and excitation frequency has been also 
systematically analyzed. It is found that the fuel rod may have three types of vibrational 
responses: subharmonic, period doubling and chaotic. The subharmonic vibration usually 
results in larger wear rate. For a given gap, it is found that there is a critical excitation fre-
quency that leads to the maximum wear growth rate. A concept of system natural fre-
quency is introduced. It is shown that the system natural frequency is determined by the 
gap size and closely related to the maximum wear rate. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction
1.1 Overview 
In a pressurized water reactor (PWR), a fuel rod is a Zircaloy cladding with UO2 fuel 
pellets inside it. As shown in Figure 1-1, the fuel rod is supported by spacer grids with 
springs and dimples. A fuel assembly has many rods, such as 17×17 Vantage5H and 16×16 
Guardian in the USA [1]. The spacer grid has mixing vanes, which enhance the turbulence 
of the coolant flow to improve the efficiency of heat exchange. However, the turbulence of 
the coolant fluid also causes the fuel rods to vibrate against the grids that support them, 
causing fretting wear of the Zircaloy cladding [2, 3]. This phenomenon is called grid-to-
rod fretting (GTRF). 
GTRF problems account for about 74% of all fuel failures and are responsible for the 
costly shutdowns [4].  At the early stage of operation, the spacer grid can provide suffi-
cient support to the fuel rod owing to an interference fit. However, over time, wear [1, 5] 
and creep [6] cause stress relaxation, and the vibration becomes more significant, which 
causes slip on the grid-to-rod contact interface. It is observed that the GTRF wear first 
occurs around the contact edges and eventually propagates to the entire contact interface 
[5], leading to possible formation of a gap [1, 4]. As a result of the gap, both normal and 
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frictional work rate will increase [7, 8], which significantly increases the wear rate and 
eventually causes fuel leak problem. This typical mechanism of the GTRF problems is 
summarized in Figure 1-2. 
 
Figure 1-1: PWR fuel assembly and spacer grid. 
 
Figure 1-2: Grid-to-Rod Fretting wear causes fuel leak problem 
General tribological methods such as coating [9], material change or lubrications are 
impractical [5] in reducing GTRF wear due to their effects on neutron economy or cool-
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ant chemistry. Therefore, the focus of most existing studies is on the spacer grid geome-
try, turbulent flow, and vibration. It is commonly recognized that GTRF problems are 
caused by a complex interaction between the rods, grid and coolant [5, 7-13], but there 
appears to be no detailed description of how the wear starts and propagates, and how it 
depends on the excitation frequency from the coolant flow and the gap between the grid 
and rod. 
The GTRF wear is governed by the contact mechanics of the grid-to-rod interface, 
which is the basis to optimize the geometry of springs and dimples on the spacer grid. As 
the spacer grid is usually manufactured from sheet metal, the variations of the geometry 
of the springs and dimples are limited. Both experiments and numerical simulations have 
been used to compare candidate geometry designs. Kim et al. [1, 14] compared two ge-
ometry designs  of the spacer grid in fretting wear resistance using out of pile tests and 
found that a smaller contact surface leads to more severe wear behavior. So a support 
with a concave contour is suggested over a flat or convex one [12].  Similar results were 
also obtained by Kovács et al. [7] who compared the effects of point-type and plane-type 
contact on fretting sensitivity, and by Shin et al. through FEA-based optimization simula-
tions [15]. Besides the size of the contact contour, the local wear behaviors are also im-
portant. Based on the tests and simulations by Kim et al. [5, 14], at the early stage of 
GTRF problems, the partial-slip may occur in both axial and transverse directions. Be-
cause the springs and dimples are usually manufactured through punching sheet metals, 
the contact may have sharp edges near which the wear is usually more significant (see 
Figure 1-3). For the same reason, axial slip usually causes more detrimental wear than 
 4 
 
transverse slip [12]. Since the wear severity is strongly dependent on the contact mechan-
ics at the contact contour, setting up clean theoretical models is particularly useful in un-
derstanding the onset and propagation of the GTRF wear, and in providing guidelines for 
the geometry optimization. Besides, it was also observed that the contact area increases 
considerably as the wear grows [5, 14]. So in a FEA modeling, the dimensional loss due 
to wear needs to be coupled with the contact modeling. 
 
Figure 1-3: Partial-slip is likely to initiate from the sharp contact edges (redrawn based on 
ref. [5]). 
The wear propagation in GTRF problems is also strongly dependent on creep. Due to 
high temperature and vibrations, both creep and wear may occur near the grid-to-rod con-
tact interface, leading to stress relaxation. The stress condition affects the wear propaga-
tion, particularly the partial-slip wear scar [16, 17]. However, there are two major chal-
lenges in coupling creep and wear. First, the period of the vibration is usually short owing 
to the high turbulence in the coolant flow [2, 13], while the wear usually evolves slowly. 
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Therefore, a simulation based on the time scale of vibrations will be impractical due to 
the high computational cost. Unfortunately, an efficient algorithm to couple the time 
scale of vibration with that of wear is still missing. Secondly, the creep and wear may af-
fect each other through the stress field near the contact interface. In a FEA simulation, the 
time increments need to be small enough so that one of them won’t cause excessive error 
on the other. Since the contact conditions may change over time, a predetermined time 
increment may become inappropriate as creep and wear evolve. To address this issue, the 
time increments need to be adjusted adaptively so that the variation of stress near the con-
tact interface is small enough. 
The excitation force due to coolant flow also affects GTRF problems, which has been 
extensively studied. Of particular interest is how the flow rate affects the frequency of the 
excitation force and the fuel rod vibration. The pressurized coolant flows through the 
mixing vanes, becoming highly turbulent. Strong swirls with a Reynolds number as high 
as 500,000 forms in the sub-channels, causing vibrations of the fuel rod against the spacer 
grid [18]. Based on the CFD analysis by Delafontaine and Ricciardi [18], the fluid forces, 
as a input for the structural analysis, has a dominant frequency that depends on the partic-
ular design of the mixing vanes. Based on PSD analyses of CFD simulation results, Yan 
et al. [10] also drew the same conclusion. The flow rate is closely related to the dominant 
frequency of the excitation force, which further affects the vibration of the fuel rod. Fuel 
assembly tests under different flow rates by Kim [2] show the amplitude and the fre-
quency of the vibration are the key factors determining the fretting wear. It was observed 
that there is a critical flow rate that causes maximum rod vibration amplitude [19]. How-
ever, the mechanism of how the frequency of excitation force affects the vibration of the 
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fuel rod is still not well understood. By comparing the results of those CFD analyses with 
the fuel rod vibration tests, it is noticed that there is significant discrepancy on the pre-
dicted frequency. The dominant frequency of the excitation force is generally greater than 
150 Hz depending on the geometry of mixing vanes and particular flow condition [10, 
18], while the vibration frequency of the fuel rod is observed to be less than 60 Hz [2, 
13]. Those designs are from commercial companies and therefore are similar, while the 
difference of the input and output frequencies is fairly significant. How the excitation fre-
quency affects the vibration and wear needs to be investigated. 
Vibration of a constrained fuel rod has also been studied based on 1-D numerical sim-
ulations, especially under conditions with a gap between the fuel rod and the springs/dim-
ples on the spacer grid. For example, Rubiolo and Young [13] studied the key factors af-
fecting the GTRF wear using a 1D numerical model [20, 21]. The wear damage is mod-
eled by solving the motion and normal work of a gapped-supported beam system. The au-
thors show that grid-to-rod gap and the turbulence forces are two important factors affect-
ing the wear risk, while other factors such as grid misalignments and the cell tilts are less 
critical. Based on the results of the analyses, the rod reaches a peak vibration amplitude 
and maximum velocity when the excitation frequency is around 50-60Hz. Efforts were 
also made in studying the natural frequency of the constrained fuel rod. Using a simpli-
fied 1D model, Kim [22] found that the natural frequency of the fuel rod is around 2-
36Hz depending on the particular gap conditions. Using similar models with a continu-
ously supported fuel rod, Choi et al. [23] compared the vibration characteristics of two 
spacer grid designs and found that the natural frequencies of the rod are about 32 and 47 
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Hz when constrained by the two grids, respectively. Those models provides general vi-
brational characteristics of the fuel rod, which is particularly useful in understanding the 
big picture of the GTRF problems. However, a gapped supported system is extremely 
nonlinear, and the vibration is strongly dependent on both the gap size and the excitation 
frequency [24-26]. The mechanism of how the gap size and the excitation frequency af-
fect the vibration and the wear is still not clear. Besides, the friction energy dissipation is 
the major cause of the wear on the cladding [27], which cannot be captured by those 
models. However, the local wear behaviors is crucially important in understanding the se-
verity of the GTRF wear. As criteria of fuel failure, the maximum wear depth and total 
wear volume need to be determined.  
In this dissertation, a new geometry-updating method which enables reliable and effi-
cient wear modeling [16] will be developed. Using this method, how the wear starts near 
the contact edges and propagates over the entire contact interface [28, 29] will be investi-
gated. Both smooth and sharp edges are covered, so that the contact mechanics in both 
axial and transverse directions will be understood. An algorithm to couple creep and wear 
together in a simulation will also be developed, which is critical in understanding how the 
creep and wear lead to formation of a gap. After a gap forms, the growth rate of wear is 
strongly dependent on the dynamic responses of the rod, so we also studied how the gap 
size and the excitation frequency affect the wear rate and the durability of the system. 
1.2 Modeling wear using fictitious eigenstrain 
Modeling the material removal caused by GTRF wear is crucial in understanding the 
root mechanism of gap formation. Since the local slip conditions are very sensitive to the 
local profile of the contact surfaces, the growth of wear depth and the contact modeling 
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needs to be coupled in the FEA modeling. However, frequent remeshing is computer in-
tensive and may cause convergence problems. Moreover, there may be no remeshing 
module available at all in many FEA packages. In Chapter 2 [16], a new wear modeling 
method using fictious eigenstrain is introduced. Instead of remeshing, a set of ei-
genstrains are assigned to the surface elements to mimic the dimension change due to 
wear. The commonly available expansion module is used so that minimum additional 
knowledge is required in using this method. The eigenstrain method enables efficient and 
easy modeling of the wear evolution in GTRF problems in most FEA codes. This method 
does not require unloading the contact stress and therefore provides advantages in model-
ing the wear propagation in grid-to-rod interface, which is highly dependent on the creep 
history. As an example, a simple FEA model is set up to illustrate the application and the 
validity of the method. 
1.3 Wear propagation 
In a fuel assembly, the spacer grid is designed to hold the fuel rods tightly using a pre-
load created by a small interference. However, due to the vibration caused by the coolant 
flow, slip will occur near the contact edges, especially when the preload is relaxed by the 
creep. Eventually, the partial-slip evolves to full-slip, and the wear rate becomes much 
more significant. Therefore, analysis of partial-slip wear is a key to understand the mech-
anism of GTRF wear and to optimize the geometry of the spacer grid. Available elastic 
studies based on a Coulomb-friction law show that the stick-slip boundary does not move 
as the wear evolves, which results in unrealistic singular stresses when the wear depth is 
large enough. In this dissertation, clean models are set up to understand how the interfa-
cial shear strength and plasticity affect the wear propagation. 
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1.3.1 Effects of interfacial shear strength 
Stamping of sheet metal creates sharp edges on the springs and the dimples, leading to 
high stress levels around those contact edges. It is observed that the wear often initiates 
from those edges [5], and therefore the contact mechanics around them needs to be un-
derstood. A common criterion to determine the slip regions at an interface is the Cou-
lomb's law, which states that the interface has a local shear strength that is equal to the 
product of the local applied pressure and the coefficient of friction. However, in elastic 
analyses around a sharp contact edge, the stresses generally exhibit a singular form, going 
to infinity at the edges [30]. The shear strength of the contacting materials must provide 
an upper bound to this interface strength, and the concept of a finite strength has been 
used in wear and slip studies [31, 32]. Slip analysis based on a Coulomb’s law only is 
also sensitive to the geometrical details of the corner, which is inherent to the real appli-
cations. In Chapter 3 [28], the effects of finite interfacial shear strengths on the stick-slip 
behavior in a partial-slip interface will be investigated. It will be shown how the incorpo-
ration of finite shear strengths concept with a Coulomb friction law solves the unrealistic 
singular shear stress issue. The sensitivity of stick-slip behaviors to local geometry can be 
modeled more reliably. Similar to the next section, it is also observed that the partial-slip 
zone will propagate to the entire contact interface. 
1.3.2 Effects of plastic deformation 
Partial-slip wear modifies the surface profile in the slip zone and causes the redistribu-
tion of stress [17, 33-35]. Using a Coulomb friction law, Goryacheva et al. show that the 
stick-slip boundary does not move in the wear process [17]; similar results were also ob-
tained through numerical analyses [34-36]. After a long enough time, the materials on the 
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contact surface are worn away and there will be no contact in the slip zone. As a result, 
the system becomes elastically similar to a crack, and the normal and shear stress near the 
stick-slip boundary will be asymptotically singular. In real application, however, the 
stress may evolve to a level that is greater than the yielding strength and the interfacial 
shear strength. In this case, the plasticity starts to play an important role in the stress evo-
lution and the wear propagation. In Chapter 4 [29], a partial-slip model is formulated in a 
general way so that the results can be projected to all problems with a smooth contact 
edge and a small partial slip zone. The partial-slip wear problem is simulated by incorpo-
rating yielding strengths, which may lead to the propagation of partial-slip and wear 
across an interface. 
1.4 Coupling creep and wear 
In a fuel assembly, both wear and creep may play important roles in the stress relaxa-
tion. To model the propagation of slip, and the formation of a gap, efficiently and accu-
rately, we need to couple the two mechanisms together. However, as is mentioned in sec-
tion 1.1, there are two issues need to be addressed. First, the vibration in the GTRF prob-
lems has a much shorter time scale than a significant amount of wear. If the model is 
based on the time scale of the vibration, the computational cost will be impractically 
high. Secondly, both the wear and creep are very nonlinear, and they affect each other 
through the contact pressure. If the time increments are too large, one of them may cause 
excessive error on the other one. We need to optimize the time increments so that the two 
behaviors can be coupled effectively. In Chapter 5, an algorithm is developed to couple 
the time scale of vibration and that of wear and creep. Instead of modeling every vibra-
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tion cycle, a magnified wear coefficient is used, so that one cycle in the model can effec-
tively represent many cycles. These cycles are defined as effective cycles.  To couple the 
creep and wear efficiently, a threshold of stress relaxation is set to make sure the change 
of contact pressure is close to but less than the threshold.  
1.5 The effects of gap and frequency on GTRF wear 
The wear and creep in a fuel assembly leads to the formation of a gap between the 
spring/dimple and the fuel rod [1, 4]. In this case, it is found that both the impact and 
sliding effect will contribute to the wear growth, which significantly increases the wear 
rate [1, 4, 19, 37]. However, because the vibration of such a loosely supported rod is non-
linearly sensitive to the gap size and the excitation frequency [25], it is still not clear how 
the wear rate depends on the two factors. In Chapter 6, a 3D FEA model is set up to sim-
ulate the vibration and the wear under a large spectrum of gap size and excitation fre-
quency. It is found that the rod vibration mode may experience sub-harmonic, period 
doubling and chaotic regimes. The wear rate is closely related to those regimes. A con-
cept of system natural frequency that produces the maximum wear rate is developed, and 
the dependence of this frequency on the gap size is determined. 
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Chapter 2  
Simulation of wear evolution using fictitious eigenstrains 
2.1 Introduction  
Wear is a cause of failure in GTRF problems as well as many other engineering appli-
cations [18, 29, 38, 39]. Predictions of the magnitude and distribution of wear is crucial 
for safety and for the determination of operational costs. The local wear rate depends on 
the contact pressure, and even relatively small amounts of wear can change the profiles of 
the contacting bodies sufficiently to have a significant influence on the distribution of 
contact pressures. The contact and wear problems are therefore fully coupled and require 
an incremental formulation. 
2.1.1 Methods for wear modeling 
The Euler scheme is commonly used for wear modeling [40-44]. At each time step, 
the contact tractions are determined based on the instantaneous geometry of the system, 
and the wear rate is determined from these tractions using a wear law such as that pro-
posed by Archard [45]. The geometry is then updated by the wear predicted at each node 
during the time step, and the process is repeated. The geometry updating can be realized 
by either remeshing or an alternative technique such as adjusting the magnitude of gap 
elements to account for wear [46]. In principle, the geometry should be updated after 
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each time step, but this would usually be prohibitively computer-intensive, particularly 
since contact problems typically require a relatively fine mesh in the contact area [47]. 
Instead, it is usual to solve the contact problem under the assumption that the undeformed 
profile remains unchanged for an extended period of time. If the loading is periodic, the 
model is indexed through one complete loading cycle and the total wear predicted at each 
node is determined. This cyclic nodal wear is then multiplied by an appropriate factor n 
to approximate the wear during a macro-time step of n loading cycles, after which the ge-
ometry of the contacting bodies is updated appropriately. Alternatively, the size of the 
macro-time step can be adjusted so as to ensure that the nodal wear is large enough to be 
numerically significant, but not so large as to introduce significant errors [41, 48, 49]. 
Soderberg and Andersson [42] found that frequent mesh adjustments can induce sta-
bility problems, and may increase the difficulty of numerical convergence. For example, 
they found that the adjustment of nodal coordinates may result in a spurious gap at some 
nodes necessitating repositioning of the contact components which introduces additional 
uncertainty into the accuracy of the results. Techniques have also been developed to im-
prove the stability of the model when the wear depth is large compared with the element 
size [40]. If the mesh adjustment is distributed among several layers of elements, the 
mesh quality can be preserved [49, 50]. Both the remeshing and multi-layer methods can 
effectively improve numerical stability, but they increase computational cost signifi-
cantly. 
In this chapter, we present a new method in which the geometry is updated by impos-
ing fictitious eigenstrains in the surface elements. Using thermal expansion as an exam-
ple, we ascribe fictitious temperatures to the surface nodes such that thermal expansion 
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(actually contraction) mimics the geometry change due to wear. Since expansion modules 
are available in most finite-element codes, this procedure requires minimal program mod-
ifications by the user and avoids the need for remeshing in cases of moderate wear. This 
is particularly useful for systems with a dependence on loading history, such as elastic-
plastic or Coulomb friction problems. Here we shall introduce the general work flow of 
the method, and validate it by comparing results of a simple example with a conventional 
remeshing scheme. 
2.2 Wear modeling by fictitious eigenstrains  
The nodal displacement induced by wear is realized by controlling the eigenstrain of a 
layer of fictitious elements adjacent to the contact surface. We use a two-dimensional 
ABAQUS model for the purpose of illustration, but this method is equally applicable for 
three-dimensional geometries and other finite element packages. In this chapter, the ei-
genstrain is realized by the thermal expansion module, but we can also use other availa-
ble expansion modules.  
Figure 2-1 shows a region of the finite-element mesh near the expected contact region, 
both in the undeformed condition, and as modified by wear defined through a vector of 
nodal displacements W={W1 , W2 .... Wm}
T , where m is the number of potential contact 
nodes. The required wear profile is achieved by assigning (negative) appropriate values 
to the corresponding m element eigenstrain Δ={Δ1 , Δ2 .... Δm}T . All of the non-surface 
nodes are assigned zero temperature, and the thermal conductivity is set to be zero, so 
that the temperature distribution remains unchanged. In order to avoid unwanted lateral 
displacements, at every time step, the local orientation of the elements in contact is 
tracked by a subroutine. The thermal expansion coefficient is set to be anisotropic and 
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only the components normal to the contact surface is non-zero, therefore expansion oc-
curring only in the direction normal to the worn local contact surface. 
 
Figure 2-1: The geometry updating is realized through thermal expansion of a layer of 
fictitious element adjacent to the surface. 
In order to implement the method, we need to determine the relation between the vec-
tors W and Δ. In ABAQUS, the nodal thermal displacement depends on the temperature 
of the neighboring nodes as well as that of the node itself, but in a linear model we can 
represent this relationship in the form. 
 i ij jW A    (3-1) 
where i,j ∈ ( 1,m ) and A is a matrix which depends only on the properties of the original 
finite element model. In principle, A can be extracted from the finite-element code, using 
appropriate matrix operations [51]. However, an easier, though less elegant, approach is 
to note that if no loads are applied and if the nodal temperature vector is set to 
 j kj    (3-2) 
where δkj is the Kronecker delta, the resulting nodal displacements will be 
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i ij kj jkW A A    (3-3) 
Thus, a single run of the code with this temperature distribution yields the coefficients 
Aik with i ∈ (1,m) , which defines the thk row or column of A. Repeating the operation m 
times for each value of k, we can construct the entire m×m matrix A. 
2.3 Eigenstrain wear modeling  
We next embed the wear calculations in an Euler updating algorithm which is similar 
to that used with more conventional remeshing methods. We assume Archard's wear law 
[45] in the form 
 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ).w x t h x t p x t   (3-4) 
where μ is the coefficient of friction, α is the wear coefficient, p(x,t ) is the local contact 
pressure and  ,h x t  is the slip velocity at the contact surface [ h( x, t) is the slip displace-
ment]. In the finite-element model, the contact pressure and the wear rate are expressed in 
terms of nodal values Pi(t), Wi(t) through the relations 
 
1 1
( , ) ( ) ( ) , ( , ) ( ) ( ) ,
m m
i i i i
i i
p x t P t v x w x t W t v x
 
     (3-5) 
where vi(x) are the element-shape functions. It follows from Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5) that 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,i i iW t H t P t   (3-6) 
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where ( )iH t  is the instantaneous slip velocity at node i. The nodal forces, ( )iP t , are de-
termined by running the finite-element contact simulation through a complete loading cy-
cle, after which Eq. (3-6) can be numerically integrated by dividing the loading cycle into 
appropriate time steps, Δt , and writing 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).i i i i iW t t W t H t t H t P t       (3-7) 
The resulting cyclic nodal wear is then multiplied by the factor n to determine the 
wear vector W after n cycles of loading. As the wear growth in a cycle is usually small, 
this is mathematically equivalent to the use of an enhanced wear rate nα in a single cycle 
of loading. The fictitious eigenstrain vector, Δ, is then updated through the inverse rela-
tion 
 1 .Δ A W   (3-8) 
This algorithm is shown as a block diagram in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: An Euler wear scheme based on the eigenstrain method. 
2.4 Validation and application in wear simulation 
We implemented a two-dimensional ABAQUS model, using an anisotropic thermal 
expansion module to generate the eigenstrains, for the purpose of illustration, but the 
method is equally applicable for three-dimensional geometries, other finite-element pack-
ages, and other modules that represent eigenstrains. A round-on-flat sliding model was 
created, as shown in Figure 2-3. A constant vertical pressure, p∞, was applied to the sys-
tem as a preload. Then, an oscillating horizontal displacement, d, as applied to the top 
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surface of the indenter. The amplitude of this displacement was chosen to be sufficient to 
cause slip at all nodes. 
 
Figure 2-3: A 2D plane-strain wear model with boundary conditions of a compressive 
pressure, p∞, and an oscillating horizontal displacement, d, The indenter and substrate are 
elastically similar. 
In this particular implementation, the eigenstrain vector, Δ was obtained by assigning 
negative temperatures, Ti to each contact nodes, corresponding to the appropriate ei-
genstrains through i T iT   , where T iT  is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the 
surface elements. All of the non-surface nodes were assigned zero temperature, and the 
thermal conductivity was set to be zero, so that the temperature distribution remained un-
changed. Obviously, this method cannot be used in problems involving actual thermo- 
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elastic deformations, but in these cases the appropriate eigenstrains can be generated by 
alternative methods, such as anisotropic swelling modules. 
Results for the wear profile and for the evolution of the contact pressure were obtained 
by two methods: (i) the algorithm of Figure 2-2, and (ii) a conventional remeshing algo-
rithm. In the remeshing algorithm, the contact nodes were relocated manually based on 
the predicted wear after n cycles and the original loading scenario was repeated. Since 
this procedure essentially involved unloading and then reloading the model after the ge-
ometry had been updated, the remeshed model was run for a few cycles until a steady cy-
clic state was identified. We note that ABAQUS contains an adaptive remeshing module, 
but we encountered convergence problems when computing the contact interactions with-
out the unloading and reloading step. 
Figure 2-4 shows the normalized wear profile after 100 and 200 stages of geometry 
modification, which corresponds to 100n and 200n loading cycles respectively. The di-
mensionless parameter values used were μ =0.1, αE=0.0075, ν=0.25, d/l=0.005, 
E/p∞=3750, h/l=1, where ν and E are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively. 
The results of the thermal-expansion method are shown as circles and those of the 
remeshing method as crosses. Clearly the two methods give essentially identical results. 
Similarly, the contact pressure predicted by the two methods is shown in Figure 2-5. The 
percentage differences between the results of the two methods shown in Figure 2-5 are 
slightly larger than that in Figure 2-4, but the two sets of results are still not visually dis-
tinguishable. Since it slips at all nodes, the frictional traction is everywhere proportional 
to the contact pressure. 
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Figure 2-4: Dimensionless wear profiles predicted by the thermal expansion algorithm 
(circles) and the remeshing method (crosses) for the model shown in Figure 2-3. N is the 
number of stages of geometry modification. 
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Figure 2-5: The contact pressure predicted by the thermal expansion algorithm (circles) 
and the remeshing method (crosses). 
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2.5 Discussion 
In conventional remeshing algorithms, it is generally necessary to unload the contact 
stress on the contact interface each time the geometry is updated. This is undesirable in 
problems involving plastic deformation, where unloading may lead to unintended modifi-
cations of the residual stress field. Also, in fretting problems, where frictional slip is re-
stricted to a part of the contact interface, unloading will release residual frictional slip in 
the stick zone [30, 52]. This necessitates running the model through several cycles to 
achieve a steady state after each mesh adjustment, and even then, the release of residual 
slip may lead to accumulated errors. The adaptive-mesh module in ABAQUS appears to 
permit remeshing without unloading and reloading, but the present authors’ experience 
was that this causes convergence problems. 
By contrast, the example illustrated here shows that the eigenstrain algorithm gener-
ates the same solution as a conventional algorithm, without the need for unloading and 
reloading. This alogrithm is considerably easier to implement than a remeshing algo-
rithm. Although we used a simple two-dimensional model for the illustration in Section 
4, the thermal-expansion algorithm can also be applied to three-dimensional models. The 
method can also be extended using modifications previously introduced in remeshing al-
gorithms. For example, the method can be used to model wear problems with large wear 
depth. If the wear depth is larger than a critical value [49, 50], the geometry change can 
be distributed by defining non-zero temperatures over several layers of elements. We also 
note that other wear laws can be used in place of Eq. (3-4), provided that they depend 
only on quantities calculable from the underlying finite-element contact model. Besides, 
although the eigenstrain is realized by the thermal expansion as a example, it should be 
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noted that the wear profile can also be mimicked by other available expansion modules. 
For example, we can equally mimic the geometry change by fictitious swelling, which re-
leases the temperature field for thermal simulation and enables the application of this 
method in thermo-tribological problems. 
2.6 Conclusions 
The eigenstrain algorithm described in Sections 2.3 and Figure 2-2 provides an effi-
cient and easy to use alternative to conventional remeshing algorithms in finite-element 
solutions of contact problems involving wear. It enables wear modeling in various finite 
element codes using available expansion modules. The method allows geometry updating 
without unloading the contact stress on the contact interface, this could be of advantage 
in history-dependent problems such as those involving plasticity and/or hysteretic friction 
and microslip.   
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Chapter 3  
Effects of interfacial shear strength on wear propagation 
3.1 Introduction  
In a fuel assembly, the fuel rod is supported by springs and dimples on spacer grids. As 
the springs and dimples are created by punching sheet metals, the contact edges in axial 
direction may be sharp [12]. The wear is often initiated at the edges of contacts [5] (see 
Figure 1-3), where there are high stresses. This type of contact limits the life of the fuel rod 
as well as components in many other applications [53]. In elastic analyses of this contact 
problems, the stresses generally exhibit a singular form, going to infinity at the edges [54].  
However, the ratio between the normal and shear stresses stays constant around a corner, 
so an assumption of Coulomb friction leads to a prediction of wear only for coefficients of 
friction is low enough. Whether wear occurs, and the extent to which it occurs can depend 
on subtle details of the contact geometry.  Similar issues of sensitivity to local geometry 
are inherent for problems of crack propagation in interfacial fracture mechanics.  In that 
field, the concept of cohesive zones, that incorporate finite limits to the strength of the 
interface, has been found to be a useful tool to resolve some of the unrealistic complexities 
associated with singular stresses, particularly at small length scales, while retaining some 
of the general features of fracture mechanics that apply at larger scales [55-57].  In this 
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chapter we apply the insight provided by this field of interfacial fracture mechanics to in-
terfacial slip, showing that the invocation of a finite shear-strength changes the slip and 
wear behavior at corners in important ways. 
The contact across an interface between two bodies can be described by three regimes 
of behavior that depend on the geometry and the loads [58].  The first regime is full-stick, 
where the interface is effectively bonded across its entire length, and the two bodies act as 
a single entity.  The second regime is full-slip, where there is relative motion between the 
two bodies along the entire interface.  The third regime is partial-slip, where the two mate-
rials slide relative to each other along some parts of the interface, and are effectively 
bonded along others.  Wear is associated with the energy dissipated by sliding [58, 59], 
and the analysis of wear requires modeling the relative slip along the interface between the 
two bodies.  The full-stick and full-slip regimes can be relatively easy to describe, but 
partial-stick regions can provide more of a challenge. However, this regime is particularly 
important to analyze because fretting wear is often enhanced at the boundary between the 
slip and stick zones [59], and because the geometry changes induced by partial-slip and 
wear may result in wear spreading across an interface. 
Coulomb's law is a common criterion used to determine when slip occurs. This law 
states that the magnitude of the interfacial shear stress, q, is limited by the product of the 
local applied pressure across the interface, p, and the coefficient of friction, µ: 
 q p   (4-1) 
Slip occurs if this condition cannot be satisfied without allowing a relative shear dis-
placement across the interface. The coefficient of friction is generally assumed to be a 
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constant that is characteristic of the interface; if it is assumed to vary, non-linear effects 
are introduced [60].  
Coulomb's law allows for the possibility of an arbitrarily high interfacial shear stress, 
if the local pressure is high enough. Indeed, Coulomb slip at a corner results in singular 
stresses. This unphysical result can be avoided by assuming that the magnitude of the 
shear stress is limited by an interfacial shear strength, ˆ , that is independent of local 
pressure [31, 32]. For example, the shear strength of the contacting materials could pro-
vide an upper bound to this parameter. Local equilibrium then requires a second condi-
tion that 
 ˆq    (4-2) 
This concept of a single-valued interfacial shear strength, is commonly used in fiber com-
posite models [61-64], as well as in thin-film and composite-laminate cracking problems 
[55, 65]. The strength of the singularity depends on the details of the geometry and is the 
same for both the shear stress and the pressure [66-68]. This means that the ratio of the 
shear to normal stress is constant near the corner, no matter how high the stresses are. So, 
depending on the magnitude of the friction coefficient, slip by the Coulomb criterion ei-
ther occurs everywhere in the singular region, or there is complete sticking within the sin-
gular region. Partial-slip occurs when the Coulomb condition is met within the singular 
field, but not outside it. However, the stress field associated with Coulomb slip is still sin-
gular, both the contact pressure and the shear stress increase without limit as the corner is 
approached. 
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The particular problem addressed in this chapter is partial-slip and wear at the edges of 
contacts.  In a system that is fully stuck, the interfacial stresses follow the elastic field, and 
are, therefore, generally singular near the edges of a contact.  The details of the singularities 
depend on the details of the geometry as in the related wedge and notch problem [67, 68], 
and the effects of loading and geometry on the amplitude of the interfacial stresses near the 
edge are reflected implicitly by parameters known as stress-intensity factors.  These stress-
intensity factors are analogous to those used to describe the singular elastic stress fields 
close to a crack tip, which have an inverse square-root singularity.  The strength of the 
singularity is the same for both the normal and shear stresses.  This means that the ratio of 
the two stresses is constant in the singular field.  So, depending on the magnitude of the 
friction coefficient, slip (by the Coulomb criterion) either occurs everywhere in the singular 
region, or there is complete stick. 
If slip and wear occur in the singular region at the corner of a contact, a crack-like ge-
ometry can evolve at the interface, with the corresponding singularity.  Results from the 
fracture-mechanics literature suggest that the ratio of the stresses in the crack-tip region 
can be equal to the ratio of the applied shear and normal loads.  In other words, if global 
slip does not occur, local slip at the crack tip will not occur.  This result was identified for 
partial-slip in the Hertz contact problem [66].  In the Hertz contact problem, the normal 
stresses are not singular, but the shear stresses are [69].  This results in a region of partial-
slip, where wear can occur, along the exterior circumference of the contact. However, even 
if the wear in this region proceeds to the limit in which there is no longer any contact, the 
slip does not progress beyond this region with Coulomb friction, even though there are 
infinitely high shear stresses ahead of the wear scar [66].  
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Accurate identification of regions of partial-slip near the corners of contact is critical 
for quantitative predictions of wear evolution.  However, with an assumption of Coulomb 
friction, whether slip occurs, or not, depends entirely on the details of the elastic stress 
singularity [67, 68, 70].  These singular stresses result in non-physical behaviors, and cause 
the stress distributions and regions of slip to be very sensitive to the details of the geometry.  
The use of cohesive-zone models for fracture mechanics, with finite interfacial strengths, 
has been shown to resolve, in a physically satisfying manner, some of the complications 
associated with elastic fracture mechanics [55-57].  These include [56], for example, the 
stress oscillations and interpenetration that can occur with modulus mismatch [66], as well 
as the generally unphysical nature of infinite stresses.  However, cohesive-zone models 
have the advantage of capturing the essence of the elastic solutions under conditions when 
they are expected to be approximately valid.  (The elastic solutions will always break down 
close to corners and crack tips, but there can often be intermediate scales at which elasticity 
results hold.  Cohesive-zone models illustrate the correct behavior in these intermediate 
scales, but keep stresses within physical bounds.) 
The development of a cohesive zone ahead of a mode-II crack corresponds to interfacial 
slip, up until the point at which mode-II fracture occurs [56]. While we don't use a cohe-
sive-zone formulation in this chapter, we use some of the concepts such as a cohesive-
length scale to explore how slip with a finite shear strength might evolve in regions of 
elastic singularities, and how it might lead to the propagation of partial-slip and wear across 
an interface.  
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the effects of finite interfacial shear strengths 
on the stick-slip behavior of contacting surfaces. By incorporating the concept of finite 
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shear strengths with Coulomb friction laws, the stick and slip zones can be predicted more 
accurately, and with less sensitivity to local geometry. It will be shown that one important 
consequence of introducing a finite shear strength, is that local wear induced by partial-
slip can spread from a corner, and that this is a distinct contrast to what would be predicted 
with only a Coulomb criterion.  
3.2 Methodology 
3.2.1 No slip 
In this chapter we consider the contact between two elastic bodies with the same elas-
tic properties, and contacting each other at surfaces. Figure 3-1 shows a magnified view 
near the corner with an exterior angle of ϕ for such a system. If the interface between the 
two bodies does not satisfy either of the two slip conditions given by Eq. (4-1) and Eq. 
(4-2), the stresses are given by the elastic solution for a wedge. Close to the corner, the 
stresses are singular. For example, along a line that bisects the exterior angle, the singular 
component of the normal and shear stresses are given by [30, 70] 
  1IIp r K r


   (4-3a) 
  1IIr IIq r K r


   (4-3b) 
where r is the distance from the corner, KI and KII are the mode-I (symmetrical) and 
mode-II (anti-symmetrical) stress-intensity factors. The strengths of the singularities, λI 
and λII, depend on the angle ϕ. The two stress-intensity factors depend on the details of 
the corner, but they also depend on the macroscopic geometry and the applied loads. 
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They are analogous to those used in fracture mechanics, and describe the effects of the 
geometry and loads. 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Geometry of a corner with an exterior angle ϕ, and an interface along which 
sliding can occur. 
Eq. (4-3) describes the singular stresses along a line that bisects the exterior angle. Of 
particular interest are the normal pressure, p, and shear stress, q along the interface [30]: 
   1 11 2I I II IIp x K f x K f x
      (4-4a) 
   1 11 1 2 2I III IIq x K f g x K f g x
      (4-4b) 
where x is the distance along the interface (Figure 3-1), and f1, f2, g1 and g2 are func-
tions of ϕ. The specific geometry we will consider in this chapter is one for which ϕ = 
90°. For this case, based on the analytical solutions from Ref. [30], the stresses along the 
interface are given by: 
   0.4555 0.09150.7303 1.0873I IIp x K x K x
     (4-5a) 
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   0.4555 0.09150.3966 0.2381I IIq x K x K x
     (4-5b) 
3.2.2 Coulomb slip 
A comparison between Eq. (4-4) and the Coulomb slip law of Eq. (4-1) reveals that slip 
will always occur in the singular region at the corner of a contact if µ< g1(ϕ), since λI 
dominates the stress field close to the corner. In particular, slip will occur if µ< 0.543 for 
the right-angled geometry considered in this chapter. If the Coulomb slip condition is met 
within the singular region, the asymptotic stress field develops a different singularity, λs, 
that is a function of both ϕ and µ. For the right-angled corner considered in this chapter, λs 
is given by the solution to [71] 
        2 2 2
1
sin cos sin 1 sin 0.
2 2
s
s s s s s s

     
  
      
  
  (4-6) 
If the slip condition is met, the interfacial stresses close to the corner are given by [30] 
 1( ) ssp x K x
    (4-7a) 
 1( ) ssq x K x
    (4-7b) 
where Ks is a stress-intensity factor that depends on the geometry and loads. 
Coulomb slip does not resolve the issue of singular stresses. Theoretically, even if slip 
occurs, the shear stresses are infinite at the corners. Obviously, in practice, the stresses 
are limited by the finite strength of the interface. The question addressed in this chapter, 
is the extent to which the assumption of a finite interface strength affects the slip and 
wear conditions at the corner of a contact. This is examined by adapting the concept of 
cohesive-zone models for interfacial fracture, where the introduction of finite strengths 
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allows smooth transitions between regimes in which singular elastic fields dominate (al-
beit, limited by the finite strengths), and regimes where these fields provide very poor de-
scriptions of interfacial mechanics. 
3.2.3 Cohesive zones 
Linear-elastic fracture mechanics is predicated on an assumption that the only interfa-
cial property controlling fracture is the interfacial toughness. Cohesive-zone models in-
corporate a cohesive strength into the description of the interface. Mode-II cohesive laws 
provide an analogue for sliding problems without adhesive bonding. For a homogenous 
system in plane stress, a nominal mode-II fracture length can be defined as [57, 72, 73] 
 
ˆ
II
II
E



   (4-8) 
where E  is the modulus, and ГII is the mode-II toughness of an interface. If the nominal 
fracture length is small compared to any appropriate geometrical length, then the tough-
ness controls crack propagation, and the interfacial stresses follow the elastic stress field 
close enough to the crack tip for the singularity to be experienced. If the nominal fracture 
length is large compared to any appropriate geometrical length, then the cohesive 
strength controls crack propagation, and the interfacial stresses are essentially uniform 
along much of the interface. 
If one assumes there is no fracture associated with slip, the concept of a nominal frac-
ture length is not useful, because ГII isn't defined. However, the concept of a fracture 
length has been generalized to the notion of an instantaneous cohesive length, which has 
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meaning at any point during the loading of an interface [55, 57]. For mode-II cracks, this 
instantaneous cohesive length is given by 
 
* 2
s
II
IIo
E 
 
W
  (4-9) 
where *E  is the effective modulus of two materials contacting across an interface 
(which is E for the plane-stress, homogeneous case considered here1), δs is the slip dis-
tance at the crack tip (defined as the point where the shear tractions go to zero), and IIoW   
is the work done in sliding (per unit area) by the shear tractions at the crack tip. 
 It appears that this definition of an instantaneous cohesive length should be useful for 
slip problems, since there is no reference to fracture. In particular, if a slip displacement 
of magnitude δs occurs at a critical shear stress ofˆ , the instantaneous cohesive length is 
given by  
 
*
ˆ
s
II
E 


   (4-10) 
The instantaneous cohesive length can be compared to the smallest relevant dimension 
of the system, to give a cohesive-length scale. By analogy to fracture mechanics, the 
magnitude of this cohesive-length scale is expected to determine whether slip can be con-
sidered to be small-scale (and controlled by elasticity), or not. If the ratio is significantly 
smaller than unity, it is expected that a portion of the elastic stress field will exhibit the 
singularity appropriate to the geometry of the corner. If the ratio is larger, it is expected 
                                                 
1 Ē=E in plane stress and E/(1-ν2) in plane strain, where ν is Poisson’s ratio. In the fracture literature, it 
makes sense to define Ē*=2Ē1Ē2/(Ē1+Ē2), where the subscripts refer to the materials on either side of an 
interface, so Ē is recovered in the homogeneous case. 
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that the stresses will be constant over a relatively large portion of the interface. These 
concepts will be illustrated in the results that follow.  
3.3 Numerical model 
The results in this chapter were generated using a finite-element model to calculate the 
stresses and slip along an interface near a sharp corner. The geometry and mesh used is 
shown in Figure 3-2. It is a plane-stress model consisting of a rectangular block of height, 
h, and length, l, which we will call the slider, in contact with a large substrate with the 
same elastic modulus E. The exterior angle between the block and substrate is 90°. Atten-
tion was focused on the left-hand corner of this geometry (the portion of the interface in 
which the two objects always remained in contact). The aspect ratio of the slider was l/h 
= 20, and we confirmed that this was large enough for the solutions that are presented to 
be unaffected by the right-hand boundary. We also confirmed that substrate was deep 
enough for the effects of the bottom boundary (which was constrained in all directions) 
were negligible within a reasonable level of numerical error. The absolute values of the 
parameters were varied to explore the utility of the non-dimensional groups used. In the 
results that are presented, only the non-dimensional groups that affect the results are re-
ported. 
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Figure 3-2: The finite-element model for simulations. The bottom figure shows a magni-
fied view of the mesh around the corner. 
The block was subjected to a uniform distributed normal pressure, p∞, and a uniform 
distributed tangential stress, q∞. The normal pressure was applied first as a pre-load, and 
the tangential stress was then applied to explore the subsequent slip. The coefficient of 
friction µ was varied to explore both stick and slip regimes as predicted by Coulomb's 
law. The cohesive strength of the interface,ˆ , was given an infinite value when exploring 
Coulomb friction, or a finite value when exploring the effect of a cohesive strength. In all 
cases, it was assumed that the contacting bodies were perfectly elastic, and the only non-
linear effects were associated with slip at the interface.  
The simulations were performed using the commercial finite-element package 
ABAQUS. Four-node, bilinear, coupled temperature-displacement elements (CPE4T) 
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were used. Standard options available in the package were used for the contact elements. 
A master-slave contact was defined along the contact interface; in every time increment, 
the slave nodes were adjusted so that there was no penetration between the contact sur-
faces. The contact was formulated according to the “surface-to-surface” option. The par-
ticular method for the discretization was set to the “surface-to-surface” option, in which 
the contact conditions are enforced over neighboring nodes. The slip conditions for Cou-
lomb friction and a finite shear strength were also set within the usual options available in 
the program. However, since very small amounts of relative motion across an interface 
can evolve from the finite-element calculations, a separate sub-routine was used to com-
pare the values of q and q/p /to ˆ  and μ and to establish whether these displacements 
were associated with slip or numerical uncertainty. This was useful for determining slip-
stick boundaries. 
In order to capture the singular stress field correctly, we refined the mesh around the 
contact corners using a bias seeding. The mesh had 18463 elements, with the smallest el-
ements being refined to a value of 0.002h. The validities of the finite element model and 
the mesh refinement were confirmed by ensuring that the magnitudes of the singularities 
for the stress fields and the ratio between the contact pressure and shear agreed with the 
predictions of elasticity theory for a fully-stuck interface. 
Validation that the mesh was fine enough was achieved by plotting the stresses along 
the interface on a log-log plot, and comparing the slope of the line close to the interface 
with the expected dominant singularity from analytical solutions. For example, the nu-
merical solutions resulted in a predicted singularity of KI = 0.544 ± 0.003 for a non-slip-
ping interface, and λs = 0.651 ± 0.001 for a slipping interface with µ= 0.27. These are in 
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excellent agreement with the expected values of 0.5445 and 0.6503, respectively, and 
confirms that the quality of our mesh and technique is acceptable to within a very reason-
able level of uncertainty. Once it was confirmed that the strength of the singularity in the 
numerical solutions was correct, the values of the stress-intensity factors could also be 
found from the plots. For example, when q∞/ p∞ = 0.25, these values are 
1
/IIK h p
 
  = 
0.558±0.003, and 1 /ssK h p
 
 = 0.796±0.001 for µ= 0.27. 
3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 Larger coefficients of friction 
The distributions of the shear and normal stresses along the interface are shown in Fig-
ure 3-3 for a case in which µ > 0.543, so slip would not occur if only Coulomb friction 
acted. Since / 1l h  in these calculations, the characteristic length scale used to normal-
ize the parameters in these plots is h. The plot labelled ξII/h=0 corresponds to the limiting 
case of an infinite shear strength. Since there is no slip, this stress field corresponds to the 
bonded case. The straight-line portion of this reference curve has a slope that is in excel-
lent agreement with the expected singularity of λI= 0.5445. The curves for the two non-
zero values of ξII/h were calculated using different values of the applied stresses, keeping 
the values of both q∞/ p∞ and ξII/h constant. ξII/h was kept constant by trial and error by 
changing the value of q∞/E, and then calculating the cohesive length from Eq. (4-10) us-
ing the slip distance calculated by the finite-element results. Provided that both q∞/ p∞ 
and ξII/h were kept constant, the plots of stress were co-incident. This indicates that the 
instantaneous cohesive-length scale provides a means of characterizing the slip. 
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Figure 3-3: Interface stress distributions with  = 0.6. No Coulomb slip occurs since > 
0.543.  Any slip is entirely caused by the shear stress exceeding a finite interfacial 
strength.(a)Shear stress distribution along the interface for three representative cases:(i) 
no slip (/h = 0),(ii) small-scale slip (/h = 0.18), and (iii) large-scale slip (/h = 
3.4).(b)Normal stress distributions along the interface for the same three values of /h. 
(c)The corresponding distributions of the ratio between the shear and normal stresses. 
Figure 3-3 shows that when the instantaneous cohesive-length scale, ξII/h, is reasona-
bly small, slip is embedded within the singular elastic field, so that the slip can be de-
scribed as being small-scale. The instantaneous cohesive-length scale increases as the ex-
tent of slip increases, and large-scale slip occurs when it extends so far that there is no re-
gion where the stresses exhibit singular behavior. As expected, outside the slip region, the 
shear stresses follow the far-field elastic solution. This behavior is exactly what is ex-
pected by analogy to cohesive-zone models for cracks with similar instantaneous cohe-
sive-length scales. While the shear stresses are limited by the interfacial strength near the 
corner, the normal pressures still show singular fields, even in the slip region (although 
the singularity is weaker than predicted by the no-slip condition). In practice, of course, 
these normal stresses will be limited by yield of the contacting materials. 
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Whether there would be any regime of Coulomb-controlled slip or not can be seen by 
looking at the ratio of q/p, as plotted in Figure 3-3(c). There is a peak in this ratio at the 
edge of the slip regime. If the value of µ is greater than the magnitude of this peak, then 
the strength-controlled slip regime ends in a region of sticking. If the value of µ is smaller 
than the magnitude of this peak, there will be two regions of slip: one controlled by the 
interfacial strength, the other controlled by Coulomb's law. This peak rises from 0.543 to 
a maximum of 0.74±0.02 as ξII/h increases from zero to 0.005, the peak then falls with a 
further increase in the cohesive-length scale. 
3.4.2 Smaller coefficients of friction 
Figure 3-4 shows similar plots to those of Figure 3-3, but with a much smaller friction 
coefficient of µ = 0.27. This is below the critical value of 0.543 for this geometry, so 
Coulomb slip can occur. In these plots the stresses have been normalized by the stresses 
for the singular field with slip, so that they are of the form of 1/ ssq K h
  , where 
λs=0.6503 is the appropriate singularity for slip with µ = 0.27 (see Eq. (4-7)).  
In this case, since there is both Coulomb slip, and finite-strength slip, we need to dis-
tinguish between the two regions so as to obtain the appropriate value of δs needed to 
evaluate ξII/h from Eq. (4-10). The regions where slip is controlled by ˆ  can be identified 
from the regions of constant shear stress in Figure 3-4(a). The regimes of Coulomb slip 
can be identified from the regions where the ratio of q/p =µ in Figure 3-4 (c). Coulomb 
slip extended out to beyond the limits shown in Figure 3-4 (c), but this was always em-
bedded in the elastic field corresponding to a stuck (or bonded) interface, with no influ-
ence from the other boundary.  
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Figure 3-4：Interface stress distributions with µ = 0.27. The slip zone controlled by a 
finite interfacial shear strength is embedded in the Coulomb slip zone. (a)Shear stress dis-
tribution along the interface for three representative cases:(i) no slip (/h = 0), (ii) small-
scale slip (/h = 0.08), and (iii) large-scale slip (/h = 2.5).(b)Normal stress distribu-
tions along the interface for the same three values of /h. (c)The corresponding distribu-
tions of the ratio between the shear and normal stresses. 
Generally, there will always be a regime of strength-limited slip in the partial-slip 
zone near the corner of a contact. However, as discussed above, Coulomb slip can also 
occur just outside this region before the fully stuck zone is encountered. It is also possible 
for the strength-limited slip region to contact directly onto a stick region. These different 
types of behavior are illustrated in the map of  
Figure 3-5, showing the effect of µ for one specific value of cohesive strength. 
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Figure 3-5: Slip mechanism map showing relationship between slip mechanisms as a 
function of µ and location. The interfacial shear strength and Coulomb’s law dominate 
the slip zone sizes at high and low friction coefficients, respectively. 
3.4.3 Sensitivity to corner geometry 
One of the major effects of a cohesive zone in fracture is that it reduces the sensitivity 
to the details of any defects. Larger cohesive-length scales result in less sensitivity to any 
singularities that would arise from an elastic analysis, associated with reduced notch sen-
sitivity [73]. In this section, we examine how a cohesive zone might affect the sensitivity 
of slip to the assumed details of a corner. This is done by examining the stress field and 
slip for three different models, each with the same macroscopic geometry of a contact 
with a 90° external angle (Figure 3-6). One of these models has a 90° external angle to 
the smallest scale of the numerical model. Another of these geometries has a small notch, 
so that the actual angle of contact with the interface is 45°. The last of these geometries 
has a smooth contact with the interface, formed by the arc of a circle meeting the inter-
face tangentially. The calculations are performed for a coefficient of friction given by 
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µ=0.34 for all three geometries. The stresses for the three geometries are shown in Figure 
3-7 for the case when there is an infinite shear strength, so slip is controlled by Coulomb 
friction only. The extent of slip can be seen most easily from Figure 3-7 (c), which shows 
the ratio of the shear to normal pressure along the interface. As can be seen in that figure, 
both the 90° and smooth corner exhibit Coulomb slip near the corner, with the 90° corner 
having a longer slip distance. The 45° corner exhibits interesting behavior of being stuck 
at the corner, but with a region of internal slip (an effect of the weaker singularity which 
dominates at intermediate distances from the corner still needs to be verified). The total 
slip at the corner for each of these three geometries is given by δ/h = 3.2×10-5, 0 and 
3.3×10-6, for the 90°, 45° and smooth contacts, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-6: Three corners with the same macroscopic geometry as Figure 3-2: (a) a 90° 
external corner; (b) a 45° external angle for a depth of 0.04h; (c) a smooth corner formed 
by an arc of a circle of radius h meeting the interface at a tangent at a distance of 0.04h 
from the edge. 
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Figure 3-7: Plots of how the (a) shear stress, (b) normal pressure, and (c) ratio of shear 
stress to normal pressure vary along an interface for the three different corners of  Figure 
3-6, with a coefficient of friction given by μ = 0.34, q∞ /p∞=0.25, and an infinite shear 
strength. 
The stresses for the three geometries are shown in Figure 3-8 for the case when there 
is a finite shear strength. The extent of slip can be seen most easily from Figure 3-8 (c), 
which shows the ratio of the shear to normal pressure along the interface. As can be seen 
in that figure, all three cases show similar behavior, with strength-limited slip near the 
corner and Coulomb-limited slip further away, with the total slip length being similar in 
all three cases. Furthermore, the total slip at the corner for each of these three geometries 
are also very close, being given by δ/h = 5.3×10-5, 3.9×10-5 and 3.7×10-5, for the 90°, 
45° and smooth contacts, respectively. With the assumption of an interfacial shear 
strength, the slip conditions are much less sensitive to the precise details of the contact, 
even though the cohesive-length scales were relatively low at /h =0.13, 0.24 and 0.21 
for the three cases. 
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Figure 3-8: Plots of how the (a) shear stress, (b) normal pressure, and (c) ratio of shear 
stress to normal pressure vary along an interface for the three different corners of Figure 
3-6, with a coefficient of friction given by μ =0.34, q∞ /p∞=0.25, and ˆ / q  =4.8. 
3.4.4 Effects of interfacial shear strength on wear propagation 
Partial-slip can cause wear. This modifies the profile of the contact surfaces and redis-
tributes the stress. Studies have shown that if Coulomb's law is assumed for friction, the 
stick-slip boundary does not move as wear progresses [35, 74]. This can be rationalized 
from a fracture-mechanics perspective. The local wear in the slip region evolves to a 
crack-like feature. This results in the shear stresses and normal pressure having an inverse 
square-root dependence ahead of the wear scar, with the mode-I and mode-II stress-inten-
sity factors being proportional to the applied shear and normal tractions. This means that 
q/p = q∞/p∞, so that if the conditions for macroscopic slip are not met (i.e., q∞/p∞< µ), par-
tial-slip conditions ahead of the wear scar will not be met either. This is of practical im-
portance, because it would imply that a wear scar cannot proceed beyond the initial stick-
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slip boundary. However, as will be shown in the calculations that follow, a finite shear 
strength always results in slip ahead of a crack-like feature, so an assumption of a finite 
interface strength can result in the propagation of a wear scar across an interface. 
To demonstrate this effect, we generated a worn contact interface and simulated a slip 
problem. As an example, we used a model with the dimensions and loading conditions of 
Figure 3-2. The friction coefficient was set equal to 0.38, and the shear strength was 
switched on or off by setting ˆ / q   equal to either 3 or ∞. These values were chosen to 
establish a relatively small initial slip zone. We then developed a wear scar by modelling 
wear according to Archard's law [45]: 
 ;sw p    (4-11) 
where α is the wear coefficient, and δs is the nodal slip. 
We analyzed one cycle of increasing q∞ from zero up to a maximum value, and back 
again, integrating the slip and normal stress for each node in the contact region to com-
pute the wear during a single cycle. A wear scar typically forms during many loading cy-
cles, with each cycle changing the morphology slightly. We ignored this aspect of the 
problem for the purposes of this study, and accelerated the process by scaling the wear 
coefficient, A, so that contact was lost within the wear scar after just one cycle of load-
ing. We computed the normal pressure and slip distance at each node in the contact re-
gion during each increment of a single cycle. We then used Eq. (4-11) to compute the in-
tegrated wear for each node, and then modified the mesh at the interface to create a wear 
scar, using the updating method of fictitious eigenstrains described in Ref. [16]. 
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Figure 3-9: The nodal coordinates in the slip zone is adjusted so that it lose contact com-
pletely in that zone and the mesh around the stick-slip boundary is refined. 
A wear scar typically forms during many loading cycles, with each cycle changing the 
morphology slightly. We ignored this aspect of the problem for the purposes of this 
study, and investigated the limit of the process by scaling the wear coefficient, A, so that 
contact was completely lost within the slip zone after just one cycle of loading. Using the 
new geometry with a wear scar at the interface (Figure 3-9), we examined the stress state 
ahead of the scar upon increasing q∞ back up to its maximum value.  
The distributions of shear stress, normal stress and the corresponding ratio of the shear 
and normal stress are shown in Figure 3-10. With an infinite shear strength, correspond-
ing to Coulomb slip, there is a crack-like singularity (inverse root) for the stresses. The 
ratio of the stresses in the singular field scales with q∞/p∞, as might be expected from a 
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fracture mechanics of the crack problem. This means that if the coefficient of friction is 
high enough to prevent general slip along the interface, it will also prevent partial-slip 
ahead of the wear scar. This is consistent with the analysis of Ref. [17], and may suggest 
a general result that the stick-slip boundary does not move in response to wear if only 
Coulomb friction is assumed.  
However, when the calculations are repeated with a finite shear strength, with ˆ / q  = 
3, slip occurs ahead of the wear scar. Again, this is expected by analogy to cohesive 
zones at crack tips. This extended zone of partial-slip means that a wear scar will propa-
gate across the interface, and provides an important example of why the introduction of 
finite shear strengths can have such an important impact for wear at the corners of con-
tacts. 
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Figure 3-10: Interface stress distributions with  = 0.38 on a worn interface (the initial 
slip zone lose contact completely). (a) Shear stress (b) Normal stresses (c) The corre-
sponding distributions of the ratio between the shear and normal stresses. An interfacial 
shear strength controlled slip zone exists around the stick-slip boundary and a singular 
coulomb friction law is not capable to predict it. Although the slip zone size is small in 
the beginning, the wear causes redistribution of stress and the slip zone grows to the inte-
rior region. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
The integration of a finite interfacial strength with a Coulomb friction law has a signif-
icant influence on slip and wear at the corner of a contact. It is possible to define an in-
stantaneous cohesive length in terms of the modulus, slip distance and interfacial 
strength. A comparison of this length with a characteristic geometrical scale gives an in-
dication of when small-scale conditions are appropriate, and the stress field approaching 
the corner can be reasonably approximated by the singular field. In particular, when the 
instantaneous cohesive-length scale, /h is small, the stresses along the interface near the 
corner are uniquely described by  
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, , ,II
qh x
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K h h
 


 
  
 
  (4-12) 
where K and λ are functions of µ. For larger values of /h, the ratio of q∞/p∞ is no longer 
captured by the stress-intensity factor, so this becomes an additional non-dimensional 
group that affects the stresses. Cohesive zones have the advantage of capturing the es-
sence of the elastic solutions where they are appropriate, while describing behavior in the 
regimes and length scales where elastic solutions are not valid. As with mode-II fracture, 
the use of cohesive zone concepts reduces the sensitivity of the problem to local details of 
the singular stress field. Depending on the scale at which a corner is described, the singu-
lar fields and corresponding description of slip along the interface can be very different 
for geometries with similar macroscopic descriptions at a larger scale. The introduction 
of a cohesive length, reduces this sensitivity.  
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If there is partial-slip, the resulting wear will cause a crack-like geometry to evolve 
along the interface up to the stick-slip boundary. However, with the assumption of Cou-
lomb friction, the wear scar will not evolve beyond the original partial-slip boundary, as 
has been established for the Hertz contact problem [69], in which the normal stresses are 
not singular, but the shear stresses are [17]. The introduction of a finite interfacial 
strength results in the slip-stick boundary moving with the propagation of wear. This is 
expected to be of significance to models of wear, since it allows wear to propagate from 
the corner of a macroscopically non-slipping contact. 
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Chapter 4  
Effects of plasticity on wear propagation 
4.1 Introduction  
As mentioned in Chapter 3, GTRF wear usually initiates from the partial-slip around 
the contact edges. The focus of Chapter 3 is partial-slip around a sharp contact edge, i.e. a 
‘complete’ contact; in this chapter we focus on a contact interface with a smooth edge, 
which is termed an ‘incomplete’ or non-conforming contact. This type of contact is com-
monly noticed for the transverse slip of the grid-to-rod interface as well as many other 
engineering applications [58, 75-77]. In this `incomplete' contact problems, the normal 
tractions decrease smoothly to zero at the contact edge [75]. However, when the contact 
is subjected to a cyclic shear load, regions of reversed microslip are developed at the 
edges of the contact area and the resulting wear leads to a redistribution of stress [17, 33-
35]. 
Hills and Fellows [78] showed that the boundary between the stick and slip regions 
does not change during this wear process. This result can be proved rigorously for any 
problem to which the Ciavarella-Jäger theorem [75, 79] applies and is also observed in 
numerical solutions [34-36]. Under these conditions, wear will eventually progress to the 
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state where the contact pressures are negligible in the slip region. The system then be-
comes elastically similar to a crack, with consequent square-root singularities in the nor-
mal and shear tractions in the stick region, as shown in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: The initial contact pressure decreases to zero smoothly. However, after a 
large number n of loading cycles, the material in the slip zone is worn away and the con-
tact pressure near the stick slip boundary becomes elastically singular. 
In most practical cases, this process will be limited by plastic deformation near the in-
cipient crack tip, and this in turn may affect the wear process and the evolution of contact 
pressure. This is the effect to be explored in the present chapter. It has potentially im-
portant consequences for the prediction of the initiation and propagation of fretting fa-
tigue cracks [58, 74, 77, 80-82]. 
In a fuel assembly as well as many other contact systems, the intention is to provide 
sufficient normal force to approximate a completely stuck situation, so that the resulting 
cyclic slip zones are small. In particular, if these zones are sufficiently small compared 
with the other linear dimensions of the problem, the local stress fields can be completely 
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characterized in terms of appropriate generalized stress-intensity factors [83]. This proce-
dure is similar in concept to the `small-scale yielding' criterion in linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM) [84] and has been shown to be very successful in correlating fretting 
fatigue life [47]. 
In this chapter, we shall use this characterization in the context of a finite-element 
model to make fairly general predictions of the effect of plastic deformation on the evolu-
tion of wear and contact tractions, and on the accumulation of plastic strain in a fretting 
configuration. In this way, the results of this chapter can be projected to various geometry 
designs of the spacer grid that has a smooth contact edge. 
4.2 Methodology 
Figure 4-2 shows the edge of the contact between two smooth bodies subjected to a 
constant normal force P and a tangential force that oscillates between ±Q , where Q< μP 
and μ is the coefficient of friction, which is assumed to be the same under static and dy-
namic conditions. We assume that the line of action of the tangential force lies at the con-
tact interface, so that no moment is induced. We also assume that the materials of the two 
bodies are similar, so Dundurs' constant β=0 [46] and hence the slip displacements have 
no effect on the contact pressure distribution.  
 
Figure 4-2: A contact pair with a smooth contact edge. The indenter is subjected to a nor-
mal force P and oscilating force Q , The coordinate x is measured from the edge of the 
contact. 
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4.2.1 Asymptotic elastic fields 
Following Dini and Hills [83], we characterize the normal tractions local to the contact 
edge in the absence of wear by the expression 
 ( ) ,p x C x   (5-1) 
where C is a constant that depends on the external loads and the macroscopic geometry. 
If the length d of the slip zone is sufficiently small compared with the macroscopic length 
dimensions, the local tangential tractions can then be written as 
  ( )q x C x x d      (5-2) 
[83], where the sign depends on the direction of slip and the square roots are interpreted 
as zero in any region where their arguments are negative. 
We assume that the slip zone length d is sufficiently small that there exists a range in 
which x d  , but x D , where D is a characteristic dimension of the macroscopic con-
tact problem. The slip zone has little effect on the shear tractions in this range, so these 
can be characterized by a mode-II stress-intensity factor KI [74, 75, 83, 85], where 
 II( ) .
2
KdC
q x
x x

    (5-3) 
Notice that this definition differs by a numerical factor of 2π from that conventionally 
used in fracture mechanics. 
The parameters C and KI are determined only by the macroscopic geometry and the 
external loading, and hence could be determined from a numerical model of the system 
under `full stick' conditions. Eq. (5-3)  then provides a condition 
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 II
2K
d
C
   (5-4) 
for the length of the slip zone, and hence for the local shear traction distribution, through 
Eq. (5-2). Eq. (5-4) can be used to define a dimensionless coordinate ξ =x/d and a corre-
sponding normalization for tractions can be defined as 0/p p  , 0/q q   , where the 
stress measure 
 II
0
2K C


   (5-5) 
With this normalization, all elastic problems are condensed into a single problem, subject 
only to the `small slip zone' approximation. 
4.2.2 Asymptotic elastic fields 
Ciavarella [75] and Jäger [79] have shown that when an elastic contact is loaded first 
by a normal load P and then by a tangential load Q, the stick region Astick is coextensive 
with the contact region A* for a fictitious normal load P* given by 
 * .
Q
P P

    (5-6) 
This result also applies at the extreme points where the tangential load is ±Q, during com-
pletely reversed periodic loading. 
It follows that Astick depends only on the profile of the contacting bodies inside Astick, 
and this cannot be affected by wear, since wear occurs only where there is slip. Thus, the 
extent of the stick region remains unchanged throughout the process [17, 78]. By con-
trast, material is worn away in the slip region and eventually, if the process is not limited 
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by yielding, the entire load P will be carried by the stick region. The pressure distribution 
in this limiting state will comprise the superposition of (i) p*(x) due to the fictitious load 
P* and (ii) a 'flat punch' distribution due to the additional load (P-P*)=Q/μ transferred to 
Astick from the worn region. This latter contribution will lead to a singular traction at the 
edge of the stick zone, whose magnitude can be characterized by a mode-I stress-intensity 
factor KI. Furthermore, since the Green's functions for normal and tangential loading of 
the half plane are identical in form, Eq. (5-6) implies that 
 III
K
K

   (5-7) 
4.2.3 The limiting wear profile 
In order to reach this limiting state, material must have been worn from the slip region, 
corresponding to the overlap that would be implied by the limiting solution if there had 
been no wear and interpenetration of the bodies were permitted. 
 
Figure 4-3: Overlapping material (shaded) that must be removed in the limiting state. 
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This situation is illustrated in Figure 4-3, where the origin of coordinate s is now taken 
at the edge of the stick region, so s=x-d. For s>0, the asymptotic form of the contact pres-
sure is 
 I( )
K
p s C s
s
    (5-8) 
where we note that the parameter C defining the strength of the bounded term is not sig-
nificantly changed between loads P and P* as long as the slip zone is sufficiently small. 
Application of Williams' asymptotic technique to these fields, shows that the neces-
sary wear w∞(s) in s<0 to avoid interpenetration is 
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where E* is the composite modulus (Johnson, 1985), which for similar materials is 
 *
22(1 )
E
E



  (5-10) 
where E and ν are respectively Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. 
Eq. (5-9) shows that w(s) is positive in a region of length 
 II1
3K
d
C
   (5-11) 
and this is exactly 50% larger than the original slip length d from Eq. (5-4). In other 
words, as wear occurs, the bodies move closer together, so that the contact region grows. 
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The limiting wear profile (5-9) can be written in terms of the coordinate x=s+d of Figure 
4-3 as 
    
*
1/2 3/2
0
4 1
2 1 1 ; 1,
3 2
E w
w
d
  


           (5-12) 
where σ0 is defined in (5-5) and we recall that ξ=x/d. No wear occurs outside this range. 
4.2.4 Wear model 
We assume that wear is governed by the Archard wear law [45] in the form that wear 
is proportional to the work done against friction. Since the contact pressure is independ-
ent of slip displacements, it is approximately constant throughout a single loading cycle, 
so the wear depth accumulated during the ith loading cycle can be written 
 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )i iw x p x x    (5-13) 
where α is the wear coefficient and Δ(x) is the local slip displacement during tangential 
loading from -Q to Q . We can also write this equation in the dimensionless form 
      
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With this formulation, wear rates of the order α≈1 would cause the steady state w∞(ξ) to 
be closely approached in a few cycles. Realistic dimensionless wear rates are signifi-
cantly lower than unity, and indeed must be of order α≈10-2 or below for the assumption 
of constant pressure during each separate cycle to be reasonable. 
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4.3 Finite-element simulation 
In order to determine the effect of wear on the contact stresses, particularly in the pres-
ence of yielding, we created a plane strain finite-element model in ABAQUS of the form 
shown in Figure 4-4. Interest is focused on the slip region at the left edge of the contact, 
so very considerable mesh refinement was used in this region, as shown in the two suc-
cessive insets. The two bodies were modelled by semicircles in order to facilitate appro-
priate mesh gradation away from the contact region. The contact surfaces were chosen to 
be circular of large radius, in order that the model could be validated using theoretical re-
sults. 
 
Figure 4-4: Finite-element model. 
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Sinusoidal tractions pb(θ,τ) were applied at the semicircular boundaries r=b in order to 
ensure the transmission of the desired forces P, Q(τ) across the interface. Here τ is a time-
like parameter which is introduced solely in order to define the sequence of loading, since 
this is periodic and hence non-monotonic. All the results were obtained under quasi-static 
assumptions and hence are independent of loading rate. The model was constrained 
against rigid body motion by fixing both degrees of freedom at one interior node and one 
DOF at another node. It was verified that no unwanted nodal forces were generated at 
these constrained nodes. 
The model was validated by comparing the normal tractions with the classical Hertz-
ian solution, and the shear tractions with the Cattaneo-Mindlin solution [54]. Also, slip 
displacements Δ(x) during the first cycle were compared with theoretical calculations 
from Goryacheva et al. [17]. In all cases, excellent agreement was obtained. 
Wear at the slip nodes was calculated using Eq. (5-13) and the corresponding mesh ad-
justment was made using the method of fictitious eigenstrains [16]. We assume that the 
worn material is completely removed from the slip zone. In practical situations, the wear 
process is generally very slow, so that there is very little change in the contact pressure 
distribution even after hundreds of cycles. For computational efficiency, it is then reason-
able to use an enhanced value of  ; which is equivalent to considering an appropriate 
number of successive cycles as having the same pressure distribution. 
Various strategies might be used to implement this approximation. Here, we used a 
linear extrapolation method in which two successive cycles were simulated, including the 
very small change in the second cycle due to wear, giving values for ( ), ( )i iw w ＋１ . The 
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change in wear during each of the next n cycles is then assumed to be ( ) ( )i iw w ＋１ , so 
that the total accumulated wear during n cycles is 
  1
( 1)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
i n
j i i i
j i
n n
w nw w w   




     (5-16) 
4.4 Results 
In this section, we first investigate the evolution of the stress field due to wear under 
elastic conditions, from which we can determine when yielding is triggered for a given 
dimensionless yield strength σY/σ0. We then investigate the subsequent plastic defor-
mation, including its effects on the evolution of the wear profile and the accumulated 
plastic strain. 
4.4.1 Elastic behavior 
As long as the system remains elastic and the slip zone is small compared with the 
other linear dimensions in the problem, the dimensionless solution is independent of all 
material and loading parameters, including the coefficient of friction, and a completely 
general numerical solution can be presented. The evolutionary process is then character-
ized by the product N , where N is the number of tangential loading cycles. We shall re-
fer to this parameter as the normalized number of loading cycles. 
4.4.1.1 Wear profile 
Figure 4-5 shows the dimensionless wear profile ( )w   at several values of N . These 
results were obtained using a value of n in Eq. (5-16) corresponding to n ≈0.16×10-3. 
This involved around 1500 applications of the extrapolation strategy of Eq. (5-16) in the 
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range 0< N <0.25, which we found to be more than adequate to achieve numerical con-
vergence. Also, the high degree of mesh refinement ensured extremely smooth results, 
which are therefore presented as lines rather than points in this and subsequent figures. 
Notice that the wear profile has reached approximately 95% of its steady-state value at 
N =0.25. We also note that the left extent of the slip zone moves steadily towards the 
limiting value ξ =-1/2 as wear progresses, but the stick-slip boundary remains unchanged, 
as predicted by theoretical arguments [17, 78]. 
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Figure 4-5: Evolution of the wear profile with the normalized number of loading cycles
N . The dotted curve represents the maximum wear profile in the elastic case, illus-
trated by the shaded region in Figure 3 and defined by Eq. (5-12). 
4.4.1.2 Contact pressure 
Figure 4-6 shows the corresponding evolution of the dimensionless contact pressure 
distribution ( )p  . The KI-dominated field is well-developed away from the boundary of 
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the stick zone for N >0.1, but the maximum pressure near the stick-slip boundary ξ =1 
continues to grow (without limit) as the wear profile approaches its long-time limit. 
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Figure 4-6: Evolution of the dimensionless contact pressure ( )p  with the normalized 
number of loading cycles N , from elastic analysis.  
4.4.1.3 Maximum von Mises stress 
For real materials, the development of the mode-I singularity at the stick slip boundary 
will be limited by plastic deformation, which we assume occurs at a critical value σY of 
the von Mises equivalent tensile stress 
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   (5-17) 
Figure 4-7 shows the magnitude of the maximum von Mises stress maxe  as a function 
of N . At the beginning of the process, the maximum occurs far from the slip region, but 
as the peak in contact pressure starts to develop at around N ≈0.1 we obtain an almost 
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linear increase in max
e with N . The instant at which plastic deformation starts depends 
of course on the ratio σY /σ0. In all cases, the maximum von Mises stress was observed to 
occur on the contact interface, at the stick-slip boundary. 
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Figure 4-7: The maximum von Mises stress associated with the developing contact pres-
sure singularity. Notice that early in the wear process, the maximum occurs far from the 
slip region and is not related to the wear process.  
4.4.2 Plastic deformation 
We next consider the effect of plastic deformation on the evolutionary process. We as-
sume that the material is elastic-perfectly plastic, so that yielding occurs at a constant von 
Mises stress σY. This introduces a new dimensionless parameter σY/σ0 into the calculation, 
so we are only able to present particular cases. In order to explore the influence of plastic 
deformation, we chose the values σY/σ0=1 and 1.5, which we note from Figure 4-7 ensure 
that the contact starts in the elastic régime, but that plastic deformation starts relatively 
early in the wear process (at N =0.07 for σY/σ0=1). 
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4.4.2.1 Wear profile 
Figure 4-8 (a, b) shows the development of the wear profile for σY/σ0=1 and 1.5 re-
spectively. The limiting value of wear in the elastic case is shown dotted for comparison. 
It is clear that plastic deformation allows wear to continue indefinitely both in depth and 
extent. In particular, the slip-stick boundary extends into the original stick zone and the 
wear scar also extends further into the original separation zone. A comparison of the two 
figures shows that wear progresses more rapidly when the yield stress is lower. 
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Figure 4-8: Development of the dimensionless wear profile ( )w   with the normalized 
number of loading cycles N for the elastic-plastic case: (a) σY/σ0=1.5 and (b) σY/σ0=1. 
The limiting wear in the elastic solution is shown dotted. 
4.4.2.2 Contact pressure 
The corresponding contact pressure distributions are shown in Figure 4-9 (a, b). The 
most striking feature of these results is that the maximum contact pressure now levels out 
at about pmax≈2.5σY. This ratio is consistent with values for the maximum normal stress 
that arise in elastic-plastic crack problems [86, 87], being slightly less than the limiting 
value of 2.97 expected from the Prandtl solution for a crack in a rigid-plastic material. 
The location of this maximum moves to the right as wear progresses, and is always very 
close to the instantaneous slip-stick boundary. 
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Figure 4-9: Evolution of the contact pressure distribution ( )p  with the normalized num-
ber of loading cycles N for the elastic-plastic case: (a) σY/σ0=1.5, (b) σY/σ0=1. The dotted 
curve shows the elastic pressure distribution for N =0.2. 
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4.4.2.3 Accumulated plastic strain 
As the wear evolves, a plastic zone forms starting from the contact interface and its 
size grows. The magnitude of the accumulated plastic strain is defined as 
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where we recall that τ is a time-like parameter characterizing the sequence of loading. 
The maximum accumulated plastic strain, p
e , is considered to be an important indicator 
of fatigue crack initiation [88-91]. 
Notice that with the definition (5-18), the plastic strain increases monotonically during 
the cyclic loading process, even if the individual strain components oscillate. Two ex-
treme cases would be (i) if the plastic strain components reverse completely during each 
cycle, as in a beam subjected to completely reversed bending moments, or (ii) if the plas-
tic strain components accumulate monotonically. 
Case (i) raises difficulties for the present computational scheme, since it is not practi-
cal to simulate every cycle of loading throughout a realistic wear process. We therefore 
performed a preliminary study in which we simulated n=50 consecutive cycles in the 
plastic régime and compared the resulting accumulated plastic strain with that accumu-
lated during a single cycle with an enhanced wear rate n . The results differed by less 
than 3% and, in fact, the single-cycle strain was the largest. We conclude that the evolv-
ing plastic strain is a result of monotonic accommodation to the change of profile due to 
wear, rather than of cyclic plasticity. This also implies that estimates based on a reduced 
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number of cycles with an enhanced wear rate are likely to give good predictions for the 
accumulation of plastic strain. 
Figure 4-10 shows contour plots of p
e at N =0.15, 0.2, and 0.25 for σY/σ0=1. In the 
interests of generality, we present these results in the combination 
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since the results then apply to all systems with the same ratio σY/σ0. 
The plastic zone first grows along the contact interface and then spreads in the perpen-
dicular direction. However, the maximum accumulated plastic strain is always located 
close to the contact interface and it moves with the slip-stick boundary. 
 
Figure 4-10: Contour plot of accumulated plastic strain at three values of N (σY/σ0=1). 
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Figure 4-11 shows ,maxp
e  as a function of N for σY/σ0=1 and 1.5. In each case, plas-
tic deformation starts at the value of N  determined by the appropriate intercept in Fig-
ure 7, and ,maxp
e  increases approximately linearly thereafter. It is interesting to note that 
for higher yield stress, plasticity is delayed, but the plastic strain then accumulates more 
rapidly. Figure 4-11 is terminated at N =0.3 because beyond that point, the plastic zone 
extends into a region of coarser mesh, implying less accuracy. However, the indications 
from these less precise calculations are that ,maxp
e continues to increase linearly indefi-
nitely as the wear scar continues to extend. 
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Figure 4-11: Maximum accumulated plastic strain ,maxpe as a function of N  for σY/σ0=1 
and 1.5. 
4.4 Conclusions 
We have presented a finite element model of the evolution of local stress fields due to 
fretting wear, in the case where the normal contact force is constant and the slip zone is 
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small compared with the other linear dimensions of the system. In this limit, the elastic 
solution characterizes all possible problems of this class, of course, including any designs 
of springs and dimples in the fuel assembly. As wear progresses, the slip-stick boundary 
remains stationary and a local stress singularity is developed, which can be characterized 
by a stress-intensity factor KI = KII/μ, where KII is the mode-II stress-intensity factor for 
the `full stick' solution and μ is the coefficient of friction. 
For elastic-plastic material behavior, the slip-stick boundary moves steadily into the 
stick region once the yield stress is locally exceeded. The contact pressure distribution 
then achieves a stable peak value which moves with this boundary. Plastic strain accumu-
lates with a maximum at or near this moving boundary, and the maximum accumulated 
plastic strain increases approximately linearly with subsequent cycles. 
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Chapter 5  
A algorithm to couple wear and creep 
5.1 Introduction 
Due to a excitation force and high temperatures, both creep and wear may occur at the 
grid-to-rod contact interface [14, 22]. Creep deformation and dimensional changes caused 
by wear result in stress relaxation and a change in the contact area; this affects the propa-
gation of GTRF wear and the lifetime the fuel assembly. The creep and wear also affects 
the life or performance of components in many other applications [92-95]. The simula-
tion of wear has been addressed in many studies, but an efficient and reliable numerical 
algorithm to model the two behaviors is still missing. 
The period of the vibrations responsible for the GTRF wear is usually much smaller 
than the time scale for significant amount of wear [2, 13]. In wear simulation, the wear 
depth is usually predicted using the Archard’s law [45, 54], in which the local wear depth 
is proportional to the product of the local contact pressure and slip distance. However, the 
wear usually evolves slowly, and the wear in one loading cycle is usually small. There-
fore, it would be computationally expensive to update the surface geometry every time 
increment. Instead, the wear process is further discretized and the mesh adjustment was 
usually executed after multiple cycles. However, the need to simulate every vibration cy-
cle makes this method inefficient. Because the loading condition changes very little in 
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successive cycles, it is reasonable to assume that the wear growth is the same in those cy-
cles. In this way, the wear in one vibration cycle can be scaled to represent N cycles. This 
algorithm is usually referred to as the Euler method [40, 41, 43, 44]. The efficiency and 
reliability of the model is sensitive to the choice of N. If N is too large, it may cause ex-
cessive error in the analysis; if N is too small, it will be a trivial benefit to the efficiency. 
Therefore, a given value of N may be reasonable at the beginning of the simulation, but 
become inappropriate as the wear propagates. So, as an improved method, the scale factor 
N can be dynamically determined so that the growth of the maximum wear increment is 
scaled up to a threshold value [41]. This method is reliable and efficient in simulations if 
the worn interface is relatively smooth.  However, in many engineering problems, the 
worn interface may not be smooth and small local wear increment may cause very large 
variation of contact pressure. For example, in partial-slip problems, very small increment 
of wear depth around the stick-slip boundary may result in very large change of local 
contact pressure [16, 17]. Therefore, in those applications if we couple the time scale of 
wear and vibrations using a threshold wear increment, some dramatic change of contact 
pressure may not be picked up, which would cause an error in the wear prediction. 
Consideration of creep in this problem brings another time scale. Similar to wear, the 
time scale of significant creep deformation is usually much larger than vibrations. In nu-
merical modeling of creep, a relatively large time increment can be used, which is usually 
much larger than the period of any vibrations. Therefore, if the model is based on the 
time scale of vibrations the computational cost will be unpractically high. In creep simu-
lation, constitutive laws associated with various creep mechanisms are used to describe 
the relationship between the strain rate and stress [6, 96]. Of course the determination of 
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the time increments do not account for the amount of wear. The creep and wear in the 
FEA modeling have their own convergence criteria and do not interact with each other. 
Therefore, a time scale based on either one of them may be too large and cause excess er-
ror. Overall, an efficient method to couple the time scales of vibrations, creep and wear is 
still missing. 
Stress redistribution is the criterion governing the time scale of both creep and wear. 
The creep and wear may affect each other through stress redistribution. On one hand, the 
stress redistribution due to creep deformation may affect both local contact stress and 
slip, which affects the wear rate. In many engineering applications, preloaded compo-
nents are designed to provide full stick condition on the contact interface. However, par-
tial-slip may occur if there are vibrations [16, 28]. Over time, the initially small partial-
slip zone propagates and the wear scar becomes larger [28]. The stress relaxation owing 
to creep will significantly accelerate this propagation. On the other hand, the dimension 
loss due to wear causes redistribution of contact stress; this may in turn affect the creep 
strain rate, especially that near the contact interface. As the dominant mechanism may 
change with time, an assumption of dominant mechanism may not persist throughout the 
simulation. Because the effects of the two mechanisms are through the stress, as long as 
the stress variation over a time increment is limited within a reasonable threshold, both 
creep and wear will converge reliably.  
In this chapter, we are going to set up a numerical algorithm that can be used to couple 
creep and wear efficiently and reliably. Instead of simulating every vibration cycle, we 
simulate the wear and creep of a successive cycles using an effective cycle and a magni-
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fied wear coefficient. The efficiency of modeling is optimized by enforcing the stress re-
distribution over an effective vibration cycle to be less but close to a threshold. Using this 
method, the model can automatically couple wear and creep together when both behav-
iors contribute to the stress redistribution. This method can avoid the complexity of iden-
tifying the dominant mechanism for stress redistribution and enhance the efficiency sig-
nificantly. 
5.2 Methodology 
The stress redistribution due to creep and wear usually evolves slowly, while the vi-
brations responsible for wear are usually much faster.  In this section, we describe a 
method to effectively couple the time scale of vibration with that of wear and creep, and 
present an algorithm to optimize the simulation reliability and efficiency. 
5.2.1 Coupling vibration and creep-wear using effective cycles 
As mentioned in Section 1, in many problems such as GTRF wear [2, 4], the relative 
displacement on a contact interface responsible for wear is usually caused by vibration, of 
which the period is usually in seconds. However, the time scale of significant stress redis-
tribution due to creep and wear may be in months or years. In a numerical simulation, the 
time increments need to be smaller than the period so that the resolution will be high 
enough to represent the vibration profile.  Therefore, a numerical simulation discretized 
based on the time scale of vibrations will be unpractically computer intensive and an effi-
cient coupling method is critically necessary.  
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If we use the Archard law to model wear, the local wear increment is proportional to 
the local frictional work. If we assume the vibration that is responsible for wear is cyclic 
and has a period of T0, the wear increment one cycle is written 
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where ti is the start time of a vibration cycle, µ is the friction coefficient in the Coulomb 
friction law, α0  is the wear coefficient, p(x, Δ) is the local contact pressure and Δ is the 
local slip distance. Notice that the wear increment is an integration of slip distance, there-
fore is independent of the length of a cycle T0.  
Although there are various constitutive laws associated with different creep mecha-
nisms [6, 96], as a simplification, the equivalent creep strain in this chapter is given by 
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where  is the Von mises equivalent stress, the equivalent creep strain rate is
2 / 3 ij ij    and A and n are constants depending on temperature and microstructure. 
If we consider creep only, the growth of creep strain in a cycle is an integration of time, 
and is usually independent of the slip distance. In other words, as long as the time is the 
same, the creep strain over a time interval is independent on the number of loading cy-
cles. Next, we will take advantage of this feature to couple the time scale of vibration 
with that of wear and creep. 
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We assume the displacement boundary condition (i.e. vibration) that is responsible for 
wear is shown as the left curve in Figure 5-1. As the growth of wear depth and creep de-
formation is small in one vibration cycle T0, it is reasonable to assume that the stress con-
dition in a number of successive cycles is the same. If this assumption is valid in a time 
interval of Ti, then we can define a simplified effective cycle with length of Ti as is shown 
on the right of Figure 5-1. In an effective cycle, instead of simulating many cycles, we 
simulate only one cycle but use a magnified wear coefficient so that the wear can propor-
tionally represent that in many cycles. Then the wear increment in the effective cycle is 
calculated by 
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Note this equation is similar to Eq. (6-1), we only need to scale up the wear coefficient by 
Ti/T times. 
 
Figure 5-1: Cyclic displacement boundary condition (i.e. the vibration) is coupled with 
wear-creep using effective cycles. The force loading can be treated in a similar way. 
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As the creep is the integration of time and we keep time unchanged when using effec-
tive cycles, the creep strain in the effective cycle is calculated by 
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Note this equation has the same form as Eq. (6-2). 
5.2.2 Optimization the length of effective cycles 
When coupling wear and creep in a numerical simulation, the length of an effective 
cycle Ti needs to be small enough so that the assumption in Figure 5-1 is valid. In a simu-
lation, the magnitude of Ti proportionally determines the magnitude of time increments in 
the cycle. If Ti is too large, the creep deformation in time increments will cause excess er-
ror on the contact pressure pi(x,Δ) and Δ in Eq.(6-1), or the wear will result in excess er-
ror on σ in Eq. (6-2) the other way around. Their interaction is generally through their ef-
fects on the stress condition. Therefore, we need to limit the variation of stresses within a 
reasonable limit. As the shear stress is proportional to contact pressure on a slipping con-
tact interface controlled by the Coulomb law, we only need to limit the contact pressure. 
Therefore, if we can limit the variation of contact pressure over an effective cycle Ti 
within a well-defined limit, Δpt, the two behaviors can be coupled effectively. The value 
of the reasonable limit Δpt will depend on the stress level on a interface. As the stress 
level may change over time, we define Δpt = φpm,i, where pm,i is the maximum contact 
pressure along the interface at the beginning of the ith cycle and the constant φ is a thresh-
old that determines the amount of stress redistribution over an effective cycle. We need to 
determine an appropriate φ to balance the efficiency and accuracy. As a verification 
method, we can run the simulation using a relatively large φ, say 10%, for certain number 
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of effective cycles, say 5 cycles, and then repeat the simulation using a decreased φ, say 
5%, if the difference of contact pressure is less than the numerical uncertainty of the 
model, we can use this φ for the simulation. The flow of applying this method in a nu-
merical simulation is shown in Figure 5-2. We start the modeling with a relatively small 
effective cycle T1 so that the maximum change of contact pressure, Δpm,i, due to wear and 
creep are much smaller than the threshold value Δpt. Then we increase the length of the 
next effective cycle proportionally, so that the stress relaxation is close to the threshold.  
In a similar manner, we can always update the length of the next effective cycle based on 
the result of current one the following equation, 
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where Ti and Ti-1 denotes the length of the current (i
th) and last effective cycles. It should 
be noted that the maximum contact pressure pm,i and the maximum change of contact 
pressure Δpm,i may be at different nodes.  
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Figure 5-2: The algorithm to couple wear and creep 
Using this method, we can keep predicting and updating the length of the next effec-
tive cycle based on the stress variation of current one. At the end of each effective cycle, 
we check the real change of contact pressure to make sure it is within the threshold, if 
not, we revoke the cycle and rerun it using a proportionally decreased length. In this way, 
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the change of contact pressure will be always close to but not greater than the predefined 
threshold value. 
5.3 FEM examples 
In this section, we set up 2D FEA models in ABAQUS to illustrate the application of 
this method in a couple of typical scenarios. We use a Hertz contact under ‘full-slip’ con-
dition to show the application of this method when the creep and wear cause a global 
stress relaxation. We also use a Hertz contact under ‘partial-slip’ condition and a com-
plete contact under ‘full-slip’ condition to illustrate this method when creep and wear 
causes localized stress redistribution. 
5.3.1 Full-slip with Hertz contact  
We first consider a situation when the creep and wear cause a global stress relaxation 
on the interface. We set up a simple plain-strain Hertz-contact model as shown in Figure 
5-3. The contact is formulated using a master-slave contact pair, in which the nodes on 
the slave surface move in order to avoid penetration. The frictional force is modeled us-
ing a classical Coulomb friction law. 
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Figure 5-3: A Hertz contact example. The contact pair is subjected to a fixed normal dis-
placement Dy and oscillating tangential displacement ±Dx. The indenter has a lower sur-
face with a radius of 20h. 
As is shown in Figure 5-3, at the beginning of the simulation, a fixed displacement Dy 
was first applied at the top of the indenter as a preload. Then, in each cycle, a tangential 
displacement oscillating between ±Dx creates interfacial slip. The fixed normal displace-
ment boundary conditions are applied so that stress relaxation on the interface is more 
significant. We make the amplitude of the tangential displacement large enough so that 
the contact interface is under a ‘full-slip’ condition. We use the algorithm described in 
Figure 5-2 to couple creep and wear. The simulation is quasi-static and thus an effective 
cycle is divided into small time increments. In each time increment, both creep and wear 
are calculated using the Eq. (6-3) and Eq. (6-4). The geometry change due to wear is 
modeled by assigning eigen strains to the surface elements [16]. The stress redistribution 
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over an effective cycle is evaluated by comparing the contact pressure in the beginning of 
the cycle with that of the next cycle. The period of the next effective cycle is determined 
using the Eq. (6-5). 
We first consider a scenario that wear and creep make comparable contributions to the 
stress relaxation. We choose parameters as the scenario 1 in Table 5-1 so that this condi-
tion can be satisfied. Using these parameters, we simulated the wear and creep for 
t/T0=5×10
4= the real number of cycles. We repeated the simulation using different values 
of threshold φ: 20%, 10% and 5%. Figure 5-4 (a, b) show the contact pressure and wear 
depth respectively. In order to distinguish the contribution of wear and creep to stress re-
laxation, we also show a curve of contact pressure with wear switched off in Figure 5-4 
(a); it is confirmed that the contribution of wear and creep to stress relaxation is compara-
ble. The curves of three threshold values overlap, therefore, the simulation has good ac-
curacy when the threshold φ is as large as 20%.  
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Figure 5-4:  Contact pressure (a) and wear depth (b) after t/T0=5×10
4 for a full-slip Hertz 
contact when the wear and creep have comparable contribution to the stress relaxation 
(Scenario 1). The curves converge to the same one as the threshold φ decreases from 20% 
to 5%. 
Table 5-1: Dimensionless parameters 
 
Scenario 1 
(Hertz full-
slip) 
Scenario 2 
(Hertz full-slip) 
Scenario 3 
(Hertz partial-slip) 
Scenario 4 
(Complete full-
slip) 
Dx/l 8×10
-3 8×10-3 4×10-3 8×10-3 
Dy/l 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
l/h 1 1 1 1 
µ 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
ν 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
n 4 4 4 4 
AEnT0 4×10
15 4×1015 4×1015 4×1015 
α0E 3.5×10-5 3.5×10-7 7×10-5 3.5×10-5 
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Next we consider a scenario in which creep dominates the stress redistribution but the 
wear depth is of particular interest. This corresponds to applications such that small wear 
of coating layers may result in critical risks. As is shown in the scenario 2 of Table 2, we 
reduce wear coefficient by 100 times while keeping other parameters the same as that in 
scenario 1. Figure 5-5 (a) shows the initial and final contact pressure. The curves overlap, 
since the stress relaxation is dominated by creep, which is barely affected by the number 
of effective cycles. Again the ‘no wear’ curve is shown for reference, based on which we 
confirm that the wear has negligible effect the evolution of contact pressure.  Figure 5-5 
(b) shows the wear depth. The curves converges to the same one as we decrease φ from 
20% to 2%. The difference between 5% and 2% is already smaller than the numerical un-
certainty and therefore 5% is good balance of efficiency and accuracy. In fact, the error is 
relatively small when the φ is as large as 20%. In the given time interval, the number of 
real vibration cycles is t/T0=5×10
4. However, by the adaptive method, we can effectively 
model the process with negligible error using less than 30 effective cycles, which is a 
huge improvement of computation efficiency. 
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Figure 5-5: Contact pressure (a) and wear depth (b) after t/T0=5×10
4 for a full-slip Hertz 
contact when the creep dominates the stress relaxation (Scenario 2), the curves converge 
to the same one as the threshold φ decreases from 10% to 2%. 
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5.3.2 Partial-slip with Hertz contact 
As is mentioned in section 1, many preloaded contact pairs are designed to provide 
full-stick condition. However, partial-slip may occur around the contact edge due to vi-
brations [28]. Over time, as the stress level is decreased owing to creep deformation, the 
partial-slip may evolve to full-slip. In this process, the dominant mechanism for stress re-
laxation may change from creep to wear over time, which increases the complexity of the 
problem. In order to validate the method in this application, we again use the same setting 
as Figure 5-3, but increase the friction coefficient so that only part of the contact interface 
will have slip. Again, we repeat the simulations using different threshold φ ranging from 
20% to 2%. Figure 5-6 (a) shows the evolution of contact pressure using φ of 20%, 5% 
and 2%. The data at t/T0=1×10
4, 5×104 and 1×105 are plotted to show the progress of 
wear and creep. Again a curve for the ‘no wear’ case is plotted to distinguish the contri-
bution of wear and creep. At t/T0=1×10
4, the difference between ‘no wear’ and the three 
‘wear’ cases with wear are very small. Therefore, most stress relaxation is caused by 
creep. However, at t/T0=1×10
5, the contact for the three ‘wear’ cases decrease to a much 
lower level than the ‘no wear’ case. Therefore, wear has dominated the stress relaxation. 
In Figure 5-6 (a) the curves of contact pressure using different threshold φ converge well. 
Figure 5-6 (b) shows the wear depth at t/T0=1×10
4, 5×104 and 1×105. At t/T0=1×10
4, the 
wear, i.e. slip, only occurs at the contact edge, while at t/T0=5×10
4 it has evolved to full-
slip. As we decrease the φ, the curves asymptotically approach a limit. The difference be-
tween φ = 5% and 2% is negligible. In this example, the dominant mechanism for stress 
relaxation change from creep to wear over time, so we cannot assume a dominant mecha-
nism. The effective cycle method can automatically determine a reasonable time scale 
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without identifying the dominant mechanism. This example also demonstrates its capabil-
ity of dealing with partial-slip problems. 
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Figure 5-6: The evolution of contact pressure (a) and wear depth (b) for a Hertz contact 
evolving from partial-slip to full-slip (Scenario 3). The stress relaxation is initially domi-
nated by creep (t/T0=0 to 1×10
4) and later dominated by wear (t/T0=5×10
4 to 1×105). The 
curves of both contact pressure and wear depth converge to the same ones as the thresh-
old φ decrease from 20% to 2%. 
5.3.3 Contact with a sharp corner 
In this section, we consider a contact pair with a sharp corner, i.e. a complete contact. 
The stress field is elastically singular around the corner, leading to dramatic variation of 
creep rate and wear rate along the interface. We use this example to show the application 
of this method in a scenario when creep and wear cause localized stress redistribution. In 
order to capture the behaviors around the corner, the mesh is refined to be 0.001 times of 
l. The contact is formatted using a way similar to the Hertz contact in the last section. The 
displacement loading condition is shown in Figure 5-7. Again, a constant normal and os-
cillating tangential displacement Dy and ±Dx are applied so that the contact interface will 
be in ‘full-slip’ condition. We repeated the simulation using threshold φ=20%, 10% and 
5%. 
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Figure 5-7: A contact model with sharp corners. The contact pair is subjected to a fixed 
normal displacement Dy and oscillating tangential displacement ±Dx. 
Figure 5-8 (a, b) shows the contact pressure and wear depth respectively. Due to creep 
and wear, the stress at the corner drops dramatically. Although the sharp corner increases 
the uncertainty, the error for both contact pressure and wear depth are still within a rea-
sonable range even if φ is as large as 20%. Although the stress level increases dramati-
cally when it approaches the contact corner, the modeling can still pick up the dominant 
variations automatically, and the results converge well. Owing to the intensified mesh 
around the corner, the computational cost is increased significantly, making the effi-
ciency a key for a practical simulations. The algorithm in this chapter significantly im-
proved the efficiency and enables reliable modeling. 
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Figure 5-8: The evolution of contact pressure (a) and wear depth (b) for a full-slip com-
plete contact when the wear and creep comparably contribute to the stress relaxation. The 
curves converge to the same one as the threshold φ decreases from 20% to 5%. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we introduced an adaptive method to couple creep and wear under cy-
clic loading. The time scale of cyclic loading is coupled with that of wear and creep using 
effective cycles; The length of the effective cycles are optimized by a prediction algo-
rithm in which the change of contact pressure is limited within a threshold value. The 
method is shown to be robust in modeling problems when creep or wear causes either 
global or localized stress redistribution. The method automatically determines reasonable 
time increments without raising the complexity of identifying the dominant mechanism. 
Using this method, the efficiency of simulation is improved significantly.  
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Chapter 6  
The effects of frequency and gap on GTRF wear 
6.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, GTRF is a phenomenon in which the turbulent flow of the 
coolant exerts excitation forces on the fuel rods, causing the rods to vibrate against the grid 
that supports them. This leads to fretting wear of the rod surface, i.e. the Zircaloy cladding 
around the fuel [2, 3]. While it has been recognized that the problem is caused by the com-
plex interaction between the rod, grid and coolant  [5, 7-13], there is a lack of quantitative 
understanding of how the wear rate depends on the size of the gap between the grid and 
the rod (referred later as gap size), and on the frequency of the excitation force (referred  
later as excitation frequency). In this chapter we will address these two important factors 
and their roles in the GTRF problem. 
The gap between a fuel rod and the grid depends on many factors. The rod is designed 
to be held in place by a small compressive load between the grid and the rod using an initial 
interference. However, this load can be relaxed by creep and deformation during assembly 
[2, 97], transportation [2] and operation [38, 39, 98].  During operation a gap can open 
because of creep-down on the cladding [98], or close again because of fuel swelling or 
expansion from hydride formation.  A gap can also be created as a result of the formation 
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of a wear scar [2, 99]. Therefore, understanding how the fretting wear is affected by the 
gap is of critical interest in the design of nuclear reactors. 
The gap size plays an important role in determining the wear rate. Multiple possible 
scenarios may work together. A close fit between the rod and grid is often associated with 
a larger contact pressure and frictional force, which tends to increase the wear rate when 
sliding happens. However, a sufficiently tight fit can restrict sliding at the contact interface 
and therefore reduce the wear rate. A loose connection between the rod and grid may lead 
to a high dynamic impact load during oscillation; this would increase the wear rate [1, 4, 
19, 37]. However, if the gap between the rod and the grid is too large, the oscillation may 
not have sufficient amplitude to cause contact to happen at all; this would reduce the wear 
rate. Of course, this is not a desirable condition even though the wear is minimal since the 
spacer grid will not be able to provide adequate support for the fuel rod.  
The wear rate is also sensitive to the excitation frequency, which depends on the me-
chanical design and flow velocity [2, 100]. Conceptually, the wear rate is expected to in-
crease with the fretting frequency [8] and the vibration amplitude of the rod, since a higher 
fretting frequency means more fretting cycles per unit time while a larger amplitude is 
associated with a larger frictional force. However, the situation is more intriguing since 
fretting frequency of the rod and its vibration amplitude are not independent. The excitation 
frequency affects both the fretting frequency and the amplitude in a non-monotonic way, 
making the effect of excitation frequency on wear complicated. We found that as the exci-
tation frequency varies, the rod vibration mode may experience sub-harmonic, period dou-
bling and chaotic regimes [25]. The dependence of the fretting frequency and amplitude of 
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the rod on the excitation frequency may change dramatically when the vibration mode of 
the rod evolves from one regime to another. 
Experimental [4, 19, 37] and numerical studies [3, 21, 26, 101-105] have shown various 
and sometimes conflicting trends in GTRF, which calls for a complete understanding of 
the mechanisms. For example, experimental testing of several designs of spacer grids sug-
gests that large gaps result in larger wear depths [4, 19, 37]. However, the conclusions are 
tied to the specific conditions and limited range of gap sizes that were tested. Numerical 
models give inconclusive results: some suggest that the wear rate may decrease with the 
gap size [20, 21] while others give completely opposite predictions [13, 103]. Experiments 
based on a displacement controlled impact system suggest that the wear rate increases with 
the number of fretting cycles [8]. However, the effect of excitation frequency on the fretting 
frequency and vibration amplitude of the rod cannot be captured by a displacement con-
trolled system, and they play important roles in determining the wear rate [25]. 
Most existing numerical models on GTRF have been based on 1-D simulations.  While 
these models are capable of estimating how normal loads and displacements are affected 
by the geometry and vibration, they cannot provide local wear information. Local wear 
rates are important for the prediction of fuel rod failures [106], since such failures require 
details about the contacts and local stresses [107]. In this chapter we use 3-D finite-element 
modeling to explore the dynamic response of a fuel rod under the driving forces of various 
frequencies induced by the coolant, the effects of the gap size and initial interference on 
the wear rate of the rod, and the effect of the excitation frequency on the wear rate. A key 
contribution of this chapter is to determine the critical gap size that generates the maximum 
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wear rate and how this critical size depends on the excitation frequency and the dynamic 
response of the rod. 
6.2 Numerical Method 
A fuel rod with four supports is shown in Figure 6-1. The two ends of the rod are pinned. 
The supports are connected to a fixed spacer grid by springs. The stiffness of these springs 
can reflect the effective stiffness of more complicated support structures. There is a gap or 
an interference between the rod and the supports, which is adjusted as part of the numerical 
studies. In this chapter, an interference fit is denoted as a negative gap. The fuel rod is 
composed of Zircaloy cladding and UO2 fuel pellets. We lump their mass together when 
considering the rod vibration. The stiffness of the rod mainly comes from the Zircaloy 
cladding, since the UO2 pellets are isolated and their contribution to the rod stiffness can 
be neglected. We consider rod vibration along the diagonal direction of the x and y axes. 
Because of symmetry, the rod displacements in the x and y directions are the same. The 
non-dimensional groups are listed in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1: Fixed parameters of the system 
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Figure 6-1: A sketch of the model used for the GTRF simulation. The fuel rod has an 
outer radius of R with a cladding thickness of Dc. Four support plates are connected to 
springs with a stiffness of ks. The gap between the fuel rod and the plate is g. The rod vi-
brates along the diagonal direction of the x and y axes. 
Figure 6-2 shows a 3-D finite-element model of the rod and supports. The mesh around 
the contact areas is refined to capture the contact information accurately. The mesh size is 
refined sufficiently to reduce the associated numerical errors to less than the error bars 
appeared in the figures of the result sections. The length and width of the contact plates are 
1.7 and 0.7 times of the outer radius of the rod, respectively. The material of plates is 
Zircaloy- and their dynamic responses are captured by the associated springs having a char-
acteristic stiffness of ks. Our simulations showed that the material damping effect of the 
support grid is negligible. The dynamic response of the system is modeled using ABAQUS 
implicit dynamics. The contact between the plates and the fuel rod is formulated using a 
master-slave contact pair: the surface nodes on the slave surface will move to avoid pene-
tration to the master surface. We validated our model by test calculations using the same 
dimensions, boundary conditions and material properties as those in experiments [108] and 
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other numerical simulations [109]: the vibration displacement and the impact force that we 
obtained were consistent with those published results. 
 
 
Figure 6-2: The 3-D finite element model for dynamic simulations.  Each plate is con-
nected to ground springs with total stiffness of ks normal to the plate. Contact elements 
and refined meshes are used in the contact regions. 
The excitation force is modeled as a harmonic load to study the effect of various fre-
quencies. We investigated a large spectrum of gap sizes and excitation frequencies. For 
each calculation, we ran a transient simulation until a steady-state response emerged, or 
until we could determine that the response was chaotic. The chaotic response is expected 
to appear in some regimes during oscillating impact [24, 25, 110]. When periodic rod vi-
brations can be identified, we use the steady-state vibration response to compute and eval-
uate the wear rate. Otherwise, the behavior is identified as chaotic. From the perspective 
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of understanding GTRF, it is important to appreciate that chaotic behavior can emerge even 
when the driving force is harmonic. 
The wear rate associated with different parameters is estimated using Archard’s Law 
[54].  In the local form of this law, the evolution of the wear depth, w, with time t at any 
point (x, y) on a surface is given by 
 
0
( , , ) ( , , )
t
w x y t p x y t d    (7-1)  
where t  is time, p(x,y,t) is the local contact pressure, is the coefficient of friction, is the 
wear coefficient, and  is the local slip distance. In this chapter we define an average wear 
rate to evaluate and compare the growth rate of wear depth under various conditions. If the 
rod vibration can reach a steady periodic state, we calculate the average wear rate by com-
puting the accumulated wear depth over 5 rod vibration cycles and divide it by the total 
time of these 5 cycles. Here we use 5 cycles instead of simply calculating over 1 cycle to 
reduce the numerical error. If rod vibration has no periodicity and is identified as chaotic, 
we calculate the average wear rate by computing the accumulated wear depth over 5 cycles 
of the excitation force and divide it by the total time of these 5 excitation cycles. 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Vibrational response 
Several studies  [110, 111] have shown that the vibrational response of an object is 
sensitive to the excitation frequency, and may exhibit several types of vibrational behaviors. 
For the GTRF problem considered here, we first need to determine whether the system can 
reach a steady-state of vibration. We have identified three types of vibrations; Type 1: The 
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fuel rod impacts on the plate in each fretting cycle and the vibration displacement is the 
same for each fretting cycle; Type 2: The fuel rod impacts on the plate in each fretting 
cycle but the vibration displacement is different between sequential fretting cycles; Type 
3: The fuel rod may not impact on the plate in some cycles and the vibration is chaotic. 
Figure 6-3 shows examples of these three types of vibrational responses. In the figures the 
time is normalized by the first natural frequency of free rod vibration which was obtained 
by calculating the vibration mode of a free rod without any support plate, while the dis-
placement is normalized by the cladding thickness. The first two types are periodic but 
differ in the vibration period. The vibration period of the first type is the same as that of 
the excitation force; however, the period of the second type is greater than that of the exci-
tation force. We refer the regimes associated with type 1 and 2 as subharmonic and period 
doubling, respectively. The type 3 is not periodic and there may or may not be impact in 
any excitation cycle; therefore it is termed as the chaotic regime [110, 112]. The wear rate 
of the chaotic vibration is relatively low since the number of impact with the plate per unit 
time is small. 
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Figure 6-3: Three types of vibrations. (a) Type 1: the rod impacts on the plate in each 
fretting cycle. The rod vibration is periodic and its period is equal to that of the excitation 
force. (b): Type 2: the rod impacts on the plate in each fretting cycle. The rod vibration is 
periodic but its period is greater than that of the excitation force. The rod vibration period 
changes with the gap size. (c) Type 3: the rod may or may not impact on the plate in any 
excitation cycle and the vibration is chaotic. 
Figure 6-4 shows the impact force on the fuel rod in the subharmonic regime. The im-
pact force is defined as the integration of the contact pressure p(x,y,t) over the contact area. 
As the gap size increases, the impact force increases as well. The contact slip also increases 
with the gap, therefore the wear depth per fretting cycle goes up. However, it should be 
noted that this trend persists only in the subharmonic regimes, since the contact force and 
slip change in a non-monotonic way in the period doubling and chaotic regimes. 
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Figure 6-4: The impact force increases with the gap size, g/Dc, in the subharmonic re-
gime 
6.3.2 The effects of gap size and excitation frequency on the wear rate 
Subharmonic regime: We calculated the wear rate using the method discussed in Section 
2. The maximum local wear rate, Wd,m, was obtained by surveying all contact points in the 
contact area. The dependence of the maximum local wear rate on the gap size is shown in 
Figure 6-5. The maximum wear rate increases with the gap size until it peaks at a particular 
gap that we call the critical gap size, and then drops suddenly. The positive correlation 
between the maximum wear rate and the gap size in the subharmonic regime can be under-
stood by referring to Figure 6-4. As the gap increases, both the impact force and the slip 
distance increase. Therefore, the frictional work rate becomes larger and the wear in a fret-
ting cycle increases. The number of impacts per unit of time in the subharmonic regime is 
the same as the excitation frequency, and does not change with the gap size. As a result, 
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the wear rate increases with the gap size. Beyond the critical gap size, the vibration be-
comes chaotic. In the chaotic regime, the vibration is not periodic and the wear rates will 
somewhat depend on the specific sampling intervals that are chosen for evaluation. But 
they are all very small in comparison to the wear rate in the subharmonic and period dou-
bling regimes, as shown in Figure 6-5. The reason for this small wear rate is that the chaotic 
vibration significantly reduces the chances of contact between the fuel rod and the plate, 
as shown in Figure 6-3 (c). While in the chaotic regime the vibrational behavior is fairly 
complicated due to lack of periodicity, for practical applications we do not need to worry 
much about this regime since the wear rate is small.  A comparison between the figures in 
Figure 6-5 shows that the wear rate is also strongly dependent on the excitation frequency. 
When the normalized excitation frequency, f/fn, increases from 3 to 5, the maximum wear 
rate increases significantly, while the corresponding critical gap size decreases. 
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Figure 6-5: Plots of the relationship between the maximum local wear rate and the gap 
size at various excitation frequencies of f/fn=3, 4 and 5. The wear rate of an interference 
(negative gap size) is smaller than that of a gap. The wear rate increases with the gap size 
until it peaks at a particular gap that we call the critical gap size. Beyond this the vibra-
tion becomes chaotic and the wear rate drops dramatically. 
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Period doubling regime: Figure 6-6 shows the relationship between the wear rate and 
the gap size under a lower excitation frequency, where the period doubling regime ap-
pears. Although the wear rate still increases with the gap size in the period doubling re-
gime, it fluctuates more significantly. A comparison between Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-5 
shows that the wear rate is smaller for those conditions where a period doubling regime 
exists. It should be noted that there is no sharp boundary between the subharmonic, pe-
riod doubling and chaotic regimes. For example, the period of vibration may become too 
large to be identified around the boundary between period doubling and chaotic regimes. 
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Figure 6-6: Plot of the relationship between the maximum local wear rate and the gap 
size at the excitation frequencies of f/fn=1. With the existence of a period doubling re-
gime, the wear rate is smaller than that in Figure 6-5. 
6.3.3 A wear rate map of the gap size and the excitation frequency 
We performed a series of calculations similar to those in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-5 to 
cover a large spectrum of gap sizes and excitation frequencies. The results are presented as 
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a wear map in Figure 6-7, which shows the dependence of the wear rate on the gap size 
and excitation frequency. In the subharmonic regime, for each excitation frequency, there 
is a critical gap size associated with the maximum wear rate. When the gap size exceeds 
the critical value, the vibration becomes chaotic and the wear rate drops dramatically.  The 
critical gap that is associated with the peak wear rate is dependent on the excitation fre-
quency. We found that the maximum wear rate in the landscape of gap size and excitation 
frequency is closely related to resonance to the system natural frequency, which is defined 
as the first mode free vibration frequency of the rod and support plates system. To deter-
mine the system natural frequencies, we applied an initial displacement to the rod and it is 
large enough to cause contact between the rod and the plate. We then released it and cal-
culated the vibration frequencies based on the displacement at the middle of the fuel rod. 
When the gap size is relatively small, we found that the vibration is dominated by the first 
mode and therefore the system natural frequency is straightforward to determine. The de-
pendence of the system natural frequency on the gap size in this regime is shown in Figure 
6-7. The curve appears to generally overlap with the peaks in the contour. In other words, 
the peak wear rates appear to happen in resonance with the system natural frequency. Alt-
hough the amplitude of the excitation force affects the magnitude of the wear rate, it has 
little effect on the location of the peak wear rate on the map. The reason is that the system 
natural frequency is independent of the loading amplitude. Figure 6-8 shows how the sys-
tem natural frequency depends on the gap size. With increasing gap size, the system non-
linearity becomes more significant. The dependence of the wear rate on the gap size and 
the excitation frequency becomes more complicated due to the appearance of period dou-
bling. However, the wear rate in this regime is much smaller. 
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Figure 6-7: The wear rate map for a large spectrum of gap sizes and excitation frequen-
cies. The critical gap size, which is associated with the maximum wear rate, lies within 
the subharmonic regime. In the no wear region the amplitude of the rod vibration is 
smaller than the gap size so that no impact between the rod and plate can happen. The 
curve of system natural frequency appears to generally overlap with the peaks in the con-
tour. 
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Figure 6-8: The dependence of the system natural frequency on the gap size. The behav-
ior becomes more complicated when the gap size is large. 
For a given excitation frequency and amplitude, if the gap size is larger than the vibra-
tion amplitude of a free rod, there will be no wear. We simulated the vibration of a free rod 
under different excitation frequencies. Using the maximum vibration amplitude, we can 
identify the wear and no wear regimes, which are shown in Figure 6-9 as well as partially 
shown in Figure 6-7.  When the excitation frequency is close to the natural frequency of 
the free rod, or f/fn=1, we have the largest possible gap size that engages some wear. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 6-7, the wear rate is relatively small in this condition. We can also 
gain some insights on the excitation frequency from the perspective of wear growth. The 
growth of wear depth results in an increase of the gap size. When the excitation frequency 
is relatively low, say close to or a little above f/fn=1, the wear scar grows slowly. However, 
the wear action will take effect for an extended time, changing the contact surface geometry 
even when the gap becomes relatively large. On the other hand, if the excitation frequency 
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is relatively large, the corresponding wear rate in the subharmonic regime is large. The 
wear scar will grow fast at the beginning and then decrease quickly with the increase of the 
gap size as the vibration becomes chaotic. No wear will happen when the gap size is suffi-
ciently large. 
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Figure 6-9: There is no wear if the gap size is larger than the vibration amplitude of the 
rod. 
6.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter we investigated the effects of gap size and excitation frequency on the 
vibration and wear rate of a fuel rod using a 3D dynamic model. It is observed that the wear 
rate is sensitive to the vibration response of the system. The wear rate in the subharmonic 
regime is significantly larger than that in the period doubling or chaotic regimes. Based on 
simulations of a large spectrum of gap sizes and excitation frequencies, we found that there 
is a critical gap size resulting in the maximum wear rate and this critical gap depends on 
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the excitation frequency. The peak wear rate appears to correlate to the resonance response 
to a system natural frequency, which further depends on the gap size. By avoiding the high 
wear rate regimes through geometry design of fuel assembly and optimization of the flow 
velocity, the risk of fuel leak due to GTRF wear can be significantly reduced. For this 
purpose, our present chapter focused on quantifying and evaluating the effect of gap size 
on the wear rate. Tracking the growth of wear scars as well as incorporating mechanisms 
such as creep is currently in progress. 
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Chapter 7  
Conclusions and outlook 
In this dissertation, the fundamental contact mechanics for the onset and propagation 
of GTRF wear, and its dependence on the gap size and excitation frequency, is studied. 
The geometry design of the springs/dimples is a key factor to the onset of GTRF wear; it 
determines the partial-slip wear behaviors around the contact edges. The propagation of 
wear is investigated using contacts with both sharp and rounded corners. The models are 
normalized in a general way so that the results can be easily projected to a specific geom-
etry design and material. For contacts with a sharp contact edge, the incorporation of an 
interfacial shear strength significantly reduces the sensitivity of slip to geometrical details 
due to the singularity. That is particularly important in determining wear near the sharp 
corners created by the punching of sheet metal (see Figure 1-3). The role of interfacial 
shear strength and plasticity are similar in the partial-slip wear propagation. They allow 
the partial-slip wear scar to propagate from the contact edge continuously to the entire 
contact interface, which is sharply different from results based on linear elastic model 
with a Coulomb friction law only.  
The consideration of creep may accelerate the propagation of a partial-slip zone. An 
algorithm is developed to couple creep and wear. Using the effective cycle with a magni-
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fied wear coefficient, the time scale of vibration and wear model can be effectively cou-
pled. The efficiency of coupling creep and wear is realized by limiting the stress relaxa-
tion over an effective cycle less than a reasonable threshold. This method can be applied 
in various conditions when either creep or wear dominate stress relaxation, a contact edge 
is either smooth or sharp, and part or entire contact interface has slip. 
The gap size and excitation frequency are two factors affecting the dynamic vibration 
of the rod, which led to three different regimes: subharmonic, period doubling and cha-
otic. The wear rate in the subharmonic regime is significantly larger than that in the other 
two regimes, and reaches maximum when the excitation frequency is close to a system 
natural frequency dependent on the gap size. The concept of critical gap size that gives 
the maximum wear rate for any excitation was introduced. The properties and values of 
the critical gap size was identified: the wear rate decreases when the gap size is larger or 
smaller. A wear map was developed based on a large amount of parametric studies. This 
map shows quantitatively the wear rate as a function of the gap size and excitation fre-
quency, which will be a valuable tool for the design and optimization of the fuel assem-
bly to reduce the risk of fuel leak due to GTRF. 
The work presented in this dissertation provides guidelines in the design of PWR sys-
tem in the aspects such as optimizing the spring/dimple geometry and flow rate. The fun-
damental mechanisms in contact mechanics and vibration as well as the modeling tools in 
this study can be potentially applied in future research. Of particular interest is the model-
ing of wear growth in a dynamic model. The growth of wear scar modifies the gap be-
tween the rod and spacer grid, which in turn affects the vibrations and wear. The role of 
excitation frequency in this problem become more critical and needs to be understood. 
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The wear modeling method based on the eigenstrain enables efficient wear modeling in 
dynamic solvers, which makes this type of simulation possible.  
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